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SGA Presents Petition

by Barbara Grossman
More than 860 students have
signed an SGA petition calling for
better communication between
administration and students. The
petition drive was prompted not
only by the recent Open Period
controversy, but by other administrative actions which, in the
eyes of SGA, showed a lack of
concern for student needs.
Apathy was not a major
problem in collecting signatures,
nor was there much opposition to
the intent of the petition. Most
students who refused to sign objected to the wording of the
document, for myriad reasons.
Equal numbers found it too strong,
too weak, too vague Or too specific.
SGA Vice-President Tami
Voudouris is pleased with the
results. She pointed out that
members were unable to contact
all students, especially those living
off-campus.
She went on to say that there
are more signatures on this petition
than there were on last fall's
petition which successfully
protested proposed calendar
changes.
To Let All Show Their Concent
At an interview last Friday,
SGA President Seth Price explained the purpose of the petition.
As he has made clear at recent
SGA meetings, the student

government does not object to the
fact that classes were held over
Open Period, or that a new dormitory is being built on South
Campus.
Rather, the government objects
to the way in which these decisions
were made. No students were
consulted by the administration in
making either decision. In the case
of South Campus, students were
not informed that they would be
living on a construction site until
they arrived back at school in
September.
In the case of Open Period,
peaceful, organized, student opposition was ignored. Price noted
that during the Open Period
controversy, SGA member Diane
Rosentrater proposed a plan which
Deans Nye and Spencer admitted
was better than their own, but that
the deans stood by their original
decision nonetheless.
Price emphasized that he does
not believe that students are
qualified to make all decisions that
face administrators and faculty
members. They are, however,
capable of asking questions and
presenting a different point of view
to their elders.
Door-to-door Petitioning
The petition has a two-fold
purpose. It is not only a form of
protest, but also a means of letting

SGA members communicate with
their constituents.
For this reason, members were
asked to go door-to-door to get
signatures. Many who initially
refused to sign were convinced of
the need for protest after talking to
their representatives.
One freshman with whom Price
had an especially long, discussion
explained later, in a phone interview, that her main objection
had been to the petition's wording.
Her first impression was that SGA
was protesting the holding of
classes. She also felt that the administration had not been given
sufficient warning.
When Price explained more
fully the reasons for the petition,
and that SGA has made several
other unsuccessful efforts to work
with the administration, notably
over Open Period, she signed.
Nancy McCulloch, one of the
members most successful in getTanl Voodoo*
SGA FratJdcot Setii Pries and Vk*
ting signatures, agreed that disted In last week's
display some of the hundreds of slgntf
cussion was the key to arousing
petition drive.
photo by Scott M. Leventhal
student concern. Only two residents of her assigned area refused
to sign. Some of those who did sign
explained that they were disappointed that at such a small school,
administrators "listened with a
Committee." Price felt that
by Ken Crowe
College A/fairs whould be allowed
deaf ear."
The major proposal con- to prove its usefulness within the
The poorer results obtained on
college
committee
Jarvis second floor also point to the fronting the faculty at this week's present
faculty meeting is the elimination framework.
Cont. on page 2
of a large number of studentLisa PassaJacqua, a student
faculty committees. Among the member of that College Affairs
committees to be considered for Committee, was extremely contake them pass-fail." Many students elimination on the recommendation
cerned about the proposal to
said Trinity does not offer very of the Committee on Committees eliminate her committee. She and
many easy courses. Others simply are the Library Advisory Board, her fellow members hope to
stated, "I haven't taken one."
the Graduate Committee, the amend the proposal being voted
Committee,
the upon Tuesday and thus save their
Aside from traditional courses, Lecture
other programs were viewed as Curriculum Committee, and the committee.
Basically, the College Affairs
very easy. The Horizons lecture College Affairs Committee. The
program, concert choir, freshman Library Advisory Board will be Committee is concerned with any
seminars and the Barbieri Center replaced by a new Library problem concerning campus life.
were all mentioned by a few Committee with the same func- Prior to this year, according to
Dean Winer, an exofficio member
students as being extremely easy. tions.
of the committee, the committee
Dr. Thomas Reilly, chairman of
The Barbieri Center was termed by
the Committee on Committees, had been solely concerned with
t one senior as "a piece of cake." A
sophomore exclaimed, "Concert said that of the committees to be campus parking problems.
removed the Curriculum Com- Beginning last September, the
Choir is THE gut on campus."
mittee would be excluded from the committee has expanded its
Students receive one half proposal to be voted on through an functions. The new plans include
credit per semester for concert amendment designed to prevent an attempt to improve relations
choir, led by Gerald Moshell. Four its elimination at the present time. between students and faculty. One
hours each week are regularly
Instead action would be taken of the results of these efforts has
spent rehearsing and the grading is to streamline the membership of
been the "Feed a Prof." program.
viewed as fairly easy! Moshell, the Curriculum Committee to
Another proposal the comwhen contacted, said, "I don't make its work more efficient and to mittee has been working on is the
consider it a gut." He compared it clarify the authority of the extension of library hours during
to physical education courses in Curriculum Committee.
reading days and the final exam
that the instructor does not really
When questioned about student period. Instead of closing at
grade hard. He concluded by reactions to the proposed midnight the library would stay
saying that the responsible and elimination of these committees, open till 2 a.m.
attentive student will get a good Reilly pointed out there had been
Dean David Winer, an exgrade — no matter how good their no major objections and that
officio member of the commif'aa,
voice is.
faculty as well as student positions
has mixed feelings about the
Andrea Bianchini, an assistant were being eliminated." Reilly
proposed elimination. He stated
professor of modern languages is further made it clear that the
that while the committee was
action
being
taken
had
been
exalso coordinator of the freshman
trying to do more, there were many
seminar program She countered plained to Seth Price, president of
other avenues within the college
«« claim
Ma?™ that
+»,<.*•the
th»seminars are guts the S.G.A., and to other members
the
for its functions to be performed.
by saying, "Freshman seminars of the student government.
One of these is his own Dean's
President Price said, he "...was
have different aims from other
Advisory Committee. Winer has
courses." They are important for not concerned over the proposed
decided to follow whatever action
the majority of the committee
their group dynamics and orien- elimination of such committees as
the Lecture Committee, but was
decides to take regarding whether
tation to the school.
to fight their proposed extinction.
She added that students may troubled by the potential
cont. on page 2 elimination of the College Affairs

Seeking the Simple Path
by Alan Levine
Like all colleges, Trinity has its
share of what are commonly
referred to as "gut" courses. The
definition of a gut is somewhat
vague, subject to the opinions of
each individual. Generally, most
would agree that it is a course
where the student can get a good
grade with a minimum of effort.
However, as all interviewed —
students, professors and administrators seemed to feel, a gut is
in the eye of the beholder.

irt. *>
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Especially
around
preregistration time, but throughout
the semester, students can be heard
discussing the guts they are taking
or for which they are looking. It is
not uncommon that, in those
semesters when a student takes five
courses, he looks for one comparatively easy course to reduce
some of the pressure.
There is some debate as to
whether students more frequently
a
gn up for their easy course passfail or whether they exercise this
option with their more difficult
courses.
An informal random survey was
taken of Trintiy students to
determine which courses they
considered guts. Opinions were
received from students currently in
'he courses, formerly in those
courses or who had just heard of a
courses' reputation. As would be
e
*pected, opinion varied widely.
• One point that was frequently
sr
' essed was that a gut course could

be a valuable experience. Just
because it is easy does not mean
that one cannot learn a great deal
from it.
Of course, some students felt
that easy courses they they have
taken have been basically worthless, but many were very glad
that they had had the opportunity
to study an interesting subject
without the pressure of long
papers, difficult tests and volumes
of reading.
Actually, there was considerable consensus of opinion on
some courses and comparatively
few courses were mentioned as
guts at all. Among the courses
which students mentioned were
Introduction of Psychology, Introduction to Social Psychology,
Introduction to Sociology, Environmental BioloRy. American
Art, Chaucer, Modern Russian and
Energy and Society.
Speaking about Art History
102, one sophomore said,
"Everyone thinks it is 'gut' until
they take it." A freshman
remarked, "Writing 100 was a gut
— until now."
A senior echoed her sentiment,
but in his view of Psychology 101
with Dean Winer. He said that it is
supposedly a gut, but he did not
think it was. "While the material
wasn't that difficult," he said,
"there was a large amount of
memorization and learning
theories, so I put as much work
into that course as any other."
A prevalent opinion was that
"A lot of courses are guts if you

Faculty To Consider
Committee Restructuring

Campus Notes
Ferris Lecture

necticut Law School, English joined performed by the choir and the
The Connecticut Bank and Trust Trinity College Orchestra assisted
James F. English, Jr., Vice Company in 1951. Appointed Pres- by members of the Hartford
President for Finance and Planning ident of CBT in 1966, he became Symphony Orchestra.
at Trinity College and Chairman of Chief Executive Officer in 1969 and
Schuldmann is a staff member
the Board of the Connecticut Bank Chairman of the bank in 1970. at the Hartford Conservatory of
and Trust Company, will deliver English relinquished the position of Music as well as a piano teacher at
Trinity's annual Ferris lecture in Chief Executive Officer of the bank Trinity.
corporation finance and invest- to join the Trinity staff in July 1977.
Admission is $2.00 for the
ments. His talk, entitled "The
genera] public and $1.00 for Trinity
Corporation and its Critics," will
students, faculty and staff. Tickets
be given Wednesday, March 15 at
may be purchased in advance at the
8:00 p.m. in the Goodwin Theatre
Austin Arts Center, or at the door.
of the Austin Arts Center. The
lecture is free and the public is
invited to attend.
The Trinity College Concert
English's talk will deal with the Choir, under the direction of
rapidly expanding role of large Gerald Moshell, choral director and
This week's Horizons Lecture
business organizations in American instructor of music, will perform an will be given by Professor Karl
life, and the growing uneasiness AH-Mozart Concert on Friday and Haberlandt of the psychology deabout that role felt by many Saturday, March 10 and 11 at 8:15 partment. His topic will be "The
observers both inside and outside p.m. in the Trinity College Chapel.
Psychology of Memory and Cognithe corporate structure.
The featured works will be the tion." Haberlandt received his
A graduate of Yale University; Piano Concerto #23 in A Major, B.A. and M.A. at Freie UniversiClare College, Cambridge Eng- K.488 with Sanda Schulkmann as tat. He received his Ph.D. from
land; and the University of Con- soloist and Requiem, K.626 to be Yale in 1968.

Choir Concert

Horiions

Sigma XI Lecture
Dr. Catherine E. Costello,
director of the National Institute of
Health Mass Spectrometry Facility
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, will give a talk in Hamlin
Hall on Monday, March 6, at 8:15
p.m. The title of her talk is
"GC/MS: Telltale of Body Chemistry." The program, which is
sponsored by the Hartford Chapter
of Sigma Xi, Scientific Research
Society of North America, is open
to the public.
Dr. Costello, a native of Boston,
received her A.B. from Emmanuel
College, and an M.S. and Ph.D.
from Georgetown University. At
M.I.T. she is also associate research associate in the laboratories
of Professor Klaus Biemann. The
work involves collaboration with
chemists, biochemists and clinicians in gas chromatographic mass
spectrometry.

Sesttor 01ft
The third Senior Class Gift
meeting will be held tonight
March 7, at 7:00 in Alumni Lounge.
Approximately fifteen seniors
have attended the previous meetings, one in late January and the
other in mid-February. At this
latter meeting, senior suggestions
for a Class of '78 gift were
discussed, and either tabled o*
accepted for future consideration,
using two basic criteria: financial
feasibility ($3,000 to $4,000 range),
and general Class and Trinity
Community appeal.
#
Out of some thirty gift sug.
gestions, seven have been accepted
as both appropriate and popular. ~|
These seven are currently being
investigated by members of the
informal Class Gift committee. All
seniors are welcome to attend
tonight's meeting.

Guts: The Eternal Search Continues
cont. from p . 1
| J~ ,
not have to master a body of
material as they do in regular
courses. The focus is on analyzing
and discussing material and
problem-solving. Admitting' that
grading is probably more lenient,
Bianchini points out that the
professors are judging these different things.
One "would expect that it is not
loo rigid," she says, because of the
types of courses they are.
The three courses most
frequently referred to as guts were
Introduction to Bible with
Professor Mauch, Biology of Man
and Introduction to Film Criticism
with Dr. Potter.
Dr. Theodore Mauch is
bothered by the fact that his course
is judged as a gut and is working to

change that "because I don't like very valuable. It offers plenty to
that reputation." Che problem, he students who really want to exert
said, is that he will not accept the themselves." Potter remains
college's offer of a teaching confident that, with a current
assistant because the students have enrollment of 120, many students
a right to expect that he reads their are not taking his course because
papers.
of its reputation, but because of a
Unfortunately, because he likes genuine interest. "No one, he
to add his comments, he often has states, "likes to think they're
the papers back very late. That is teaching a gut course."
why, he says, he cannot give too
Professor James Van Stone
many written assignments.
teaches Biology of Man, a nonmajor biology course, another
He says he makes many course with a strong gut reputation.
assignments although they are One senior referred to it as "the
often not long, and does the famous gut." Van Stone rejects this
assignments himself beforehand to reputation as untrue, at least of the
see how long it will take to do way he is presently teaching the
them. la this way, he says, he does course.
not ask the amount of work that
He points out that of 179
could be called a gut, but it is
within the ability of intelligent students enrolled now, 37 per cent
students to avoid those assign- failed the first test and the average
was 63; students are clamoring for
ments.
This semester his class is extra help. He suggests that the
having a midterm, an hour test, a course's traditional reputation does
final paper and many readings as not hold true today, to which any
cont. from p. 1
| [
importance of personal contact well as a half hour discussion of a of his current student could testify.
Edwin P. Nye, dean of the
between members and students. specific passage from the Bible
faculty, says there is no formal
Instead of going to each room, the with him.
But, he admits he would rather policy to prevent professors from
assigned SGA member taped the
petition to bathroom doors." At make an assignment of a short teaching guts. However, he does
least one resident refused to sign passage where the student spends talk to instructors when there is a
because of the anonymous way in two hours pondering it, than "confusion about standards," He
which the petition was first assigning 200 pages of reading. In tries to point out that what they are
addition, 'If a gut means I don't teaching is lacking in educational
presented to her.
Fear a Deterrent, Bat Not the Only assign tests at a peak period," then value.
it is a gut. He says, "I feel for
But, he seems to feel that this is
One
students
when
they're
under
such
not
much of a problem because few
Jones Hall displayed "definite
professors want students to take
resistance" according to member horrible pressure."
The work he asks, Mauch says, courses of which they themselves
Bob Herbst. The problem was due
in part to Jones' large freshman is not of gut proportions. However, are not proud.
J. Ronald Spencer, dean of
population; Herbst found that students know they can avoid his
many freshmen did not sign assignments when they are in a studies, says he considers the term
because they were afraid of going large class and there is no way he "gut" a vulgar one, but admits that
feels he can check up on them. all colleges have always included
on record.
Another kind of fear prevented Therefore, he tries to figure out courses that are considered very
several upperclassmen from ways to make his students want to easy. Trinity, he says, has only a
signing. Some found the wording do his assignments. He hopes to small number of these and many
too abrasive. They feared that the communicate his love for the students, he believes, have enrolled
in supposedly simple courses and
petition will only anger the ad- literature to his students.
. Professor James Potter admits discovered them to be either very
ministration, which will then
retaliate. A sophomore said that he bis film criticism course used to be
agreed with the intent of the a gut, but says he has changed the
The TRINITY TRIPOD, Vol. 76,
petition, but objected because it format so that he does not know if
it is anymore. He frankky admits
Issue 19, March 7, 1978. The
"wreaked of anger."
TRIPOD is published weekly
A junior who refused to sign that, "It could still be fairly easy at
on
Tuesdays,
except
said that he felt the problem was this stage. I intend to make it
vacations,
during
the
not with the entire administration, tougher as it goes on."
Potter says he is a fairly easy
academic year. Student
but rather with one administrator
subscriptions are included in
who had difficulty communicating. grader and adds that a great deal of
the student activities fee;
He declined to name the ad- reading is not required for the
course, but he requires his students
other subscriptions are $12.00
ministrator.
per year. The TRIPOD is
Most SGA members agree that to take quizzes, a midterm and to
printed by the Palmer Journal
the wording of the petition was the write film critiques. He is sure that
the
course's
format
and
the
subject
Register, Palmer, Mass., and
greatest obstacle to gaining
published at Trinity College,
signatures. Specifically, many matter contribute to its reputation,
Hartford, Connecticut, under
students felt that South Campus but does not want to change it too
the Act of March 3, 1879.
construction was a better example much because films should be fun.
Hs is adverse io the idea of
Advertising rates are $2.10 per
of iailed communications than was
column inch, $37 per quarter
Open "Period. But as President assigning lots of busy work, to
page, $72 per half page, and
Price stated, it -was impossible to change its reputation.
A point that he emphasizes-is,
$128 for a full-page.
write a statement that would please
"A
course
can
be
easv
and
siiH
be
1,600 students. •

In the 1960's, students were
difficult or highly stimulating.
looking for excitement and off-beat
It is important though, Spencer material in their courses. "They.
indicates, that a course fall on a wanted to think that they were
loosely-defined spectrum of indifferent to grades," whereas, h# ;
easiness to hardness, but that there feels, students are openly mon
be a freedom of choice. The most grade-conscious today.
effective means, he feels, to raise
Dean Spencer says the whole;
the standards of a course, is peer
pressure from one's fellow faculty idea that students formerly were!
.not grade-conscious is part of the*members.
An interesting point is com- "happy myth" of the golden
paring the students of the '70's to generation of the '60's. Students
those of the '60's on their interest in today are still searching for courses
taking gut courses. Professor that interest them, regardless of
Mauch says that the issue is simply grades.
He does not see any great1
out in the open now; searching for
the easy course has always hap- difference in academic interests., j
pened. On the other hand, The incidence of easy courses or i
Professor Potter feels that the students looking for them, Spencg^
search for an easy grade is more believes, is not large and certainly*
no larger than in the past.
?.
pronouced now.
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Dow Reorganizes Dormitory Advising System
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The Resident Assistant Program for the 1978-79 academic year
has been greatly restructured.
Presently, Resident Assistants are
assigned only to new students.
Each of the 31 Resident Assistants
is responsible for approximately 15
freshmen. For their work, mainly
as peer counselors, the R.A.s now
recieve a $400 stipend.
There are three major changes
which will be made in this program
for next year: Resident Assistants
will be placed in upperclass dorms,
the responsibilities and the stipend
of the R.A. will be increased, and
the position of Resident Coordinator will be created.
Kristina Dow, director of residential services says that the
reason for upperclass Resident
Assistants is that upperclassmen,
and not only freshmen have
emotional problems. Presently, by
the time problems reach Dow's
attention, they have progressed to
an advanced state. With the
availability of upperclass R.A.s,
many of these problems will be
caught in earlier stages, when they
are easier to deal with.
In the past, the work of a
Resident Assistant was defined
primarily as general peer counseling. Under the new program, the
R.A.s responsibilities will also
include:

1) Establishing and presenting
student opinion for the express
purpose of assisting the Director
of Residential Services in certain
decision-making processes
2) Assisting residents in establishing
a residential environment intended to stimulate academic,
cultural and personal development while reflecting the intellectual purpose of the College
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3) General peer counseling on
academic, social and-or personal
problems
4) Referral of problems to the
appropriate administrative or
faculty
offices
when
administrative or faculty assistance
is required
5) Provision of information pertaining to the Hartford area and
to campus activities
6) Presentation of at least one;
residential program of intellectual
and-or cultural merit per semester
7) Participation in a rotating on-call
schedule to a) provide an afterhours information network by
which to effect an immediate yet
controlled relay of information
(security alerts, etc.) across the
campus, and to b) assist with the
resolution
of
after-hours
emergencies in the residences
8) Reporting of damages and-or
unsafe conditions (particularly
with respect to fire) within the
residences
9) Dissemination of information
pertaining to fire hazards and-or
fire prevention
10) Evacuation of residents during
fire drills
11) Control and accounting of
dormitory funds
12) Coordination of furniture
removal and storage
13) Collection of Room Condition
Reports from all residents.
Each Resident Assistant will be
expected to serve ten hours per
week. The stipend for an R.A. will
be increased to $600.
According to Dow, the R.A.is
not to be the long arm of the law in
the dorm. An R.A. should be a
student representative, and someone whom students can go to and
know will follow through on their
questions and requests.
One of the major reasons for

these changes in the program is to
have some administrative tasks,
such as security alerts and communication between students and
administration be carried out in the
dorm. Dow feels that presently,
many of the R.A.s do perform these
functions, but that there is a need
to have the duties of the Resident
Assistant outlined. She believes
that in the past, their responsibilities have not been satisfactorily
delineated.
The position of the Resident
Coordinator was created to help
with the supervision of the resident
Assistant Program. The four Resident Coordinators will be responsible for overseeing the R.A.s in
their areas, making weekly reports
to the Director of Student Services,
and serving as undergraduate
liaisons to the faculty, in addition to
all the responsibilities of an R.A.
The stipend for an R.C. will be
$900.
The Resident Coordinator will
be someone the Director of Residential Services can depend on to
let her know what is and is not
working out in their areas. Dow
says that the individual R.A.s don't
have a view of more of an area than
their own. The Resident Coordinators, in being in charge of larger
areas, will be able to serve as
intermediaries between the Resident Assistants and the Director of
Student Services.
The new R.A. program was
developed by many people. Dow
"feels certain it will work out
well," although that for the first
year, the program will be on a trial
basis.
Anyone who is a rising sophomore, junior or senior and wishes
to apply for the position of Resident
Assistant or Resident Coordinator
must obtain and submit an applica-

Phonothon Gleans $15,000
More than 100 student a n d
alumni volunteers raised $15,600
for Trinity last week, in t h e third
Alumni Fund Phonothon of this
year. Pledges from 650 alumni
were obtained in four evenings of
telephoning, F e b . 27 to March 2.

K)

The phonothons are a m e a n s of
getting contributions t o t h e Trinity
Alumni Fund, which helps support
the College's academic program
each year. The goal this year is
$325,000.
At t h e e n d of last week,
counting pledges obtained in t h e
phonothon, the Alumni F u n d stood
at $25,400, or 7 5 % of t h e goal. The
drive continues through J u n e 30,
and the College is planning follow-

Until*"'
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u p solicitations to raise t h e remaining $75,000.
Phonothons were also held in
late September and early December. According to Alfred C. Burfeind, Assistant Director of Development, t h e phonothons this year
account for at least $62,000 of t h e
funds raised to date.
If the College reaches the
$325,000 goal by June 30, with gifts
from 4,300 alumni, the Charles A.
Dana Foundation will give Trinity
up to $105,000 in additional funds.
The Dana Challenge has been a
special incentive to alumni this
year, Burfeind said.
Included in the Challenge is a
bonus for increased gifts from

recently-graduated classes. A.
Hobart Porter '76 has been working
as a Special Assistant in the
Development Office to organize
volunteers in the classes of 1967 to
1977.
The College is greatly impressed by the numbers of volunteers because we didn't have
enough telephones to accommodate everybody who wanted to
help. Still, more than 100 people,
including 87 undergraduates and
25 alumni had a chance to
participate.
Burfeind said no more phonothons were presently planned for
this spring, although one might be
considered as the deadline for the
Dana Challenge approached.

in. Aw 1

tants. The qualities which are
wanted in an R.A. can be discovered by examining the R.A.
application and evaluation forms.
These include sensitivity, honesty,
leadership, maturity, approachabtlity, understanding and reliability.
Any questions concerning the
Resident Assistant program for
next year should be directed to
Kristina B. Dow, Director of
Residential Services.

Horizons Registration
Students participating in the
Horizons Program should be aware
that several important deadlines
are coming up soon regarding their
contract to write a paper.
The Curriculum Committee has
established several specific procedures for registration of which
those students participating in the
Horizons Program should beware.
These procedures were drawn up to
define the point at which a student
has officially registered for the
program.
The Committee decided on two
main points which will be used to
determine whether a student has
officially signed up for the program. First, a student is considered
registered after he .:as attended
twelve lectures and submitted the
required paper.
A faculty member may not
accept a paper from a student until
that student has been at twelve
lectures. Secondly, grading is to be
done on a pass/fail basis, depending on the quality of the paper
handed in.
These two rules also carry
several implications for students.

First, a student is not permitted to
drop out of the program after he
has attended twelve lectures and
handed in the paper. Secondly, the
deadline for the paper is May 1,
1978, and no extensions or incompletes will be allowed aftet this
date. Thirdly, extensions and
incompletes will not be allowed for
the lectures, ever.
Fourthly, each student who
signs a contract to write a paper
has a moral responsibility to
complete the paper. Lastly, all the
rules which govern academic honesty and dishonesty shall apply to
the Horizons Program.
The procedure for registering
for Horizons is four-fold. A student
must attend twelve lectures and
sign the attendance slip at each
lecture. He must discuss his paper
topic with the lecturer of his choice.
Then, by February 1, 1978, the
contract to write the paper should
have been signed in triplicate.
Once the Horizons Program co-ordinator has certified that a student
has indeed attended twelve lectures, the paper may then be
submitted to the faculty lecturer.

experience working as a birth
control counselor for Planned ParIn order to expand the amount enthood, as a social worker for the
of medical care offered at Trinity, Mt. Sinai Hospital Abortion Clinic,
the college has set up a birth and has also run community birth
control education programs in area
control counseling service.
As described by Dean of high schools.
Jarmon stressed the immediate
Students, David Winer, the birth
control service is to provide coun- availability of the counseling serseling through the holding of vices to all who are interested. She
general education classes for men feels that this type of service can be
nd women, and also through a great aid to many Trinity
individual counseling appoint- students.
Ms. Jarmon is available for
ments that cen be made through
individual counseling Monday
the infirmary.
For women, the service will through Thursday from 2:30 to 5:00
provide information that can be pm. Appointments can be made by
used in coordination with the calling the infirmary.
The first general education
consultation of a gynecologist.
However, men are also encouraged class will be held on Thursday,
to take full advantage of either the March 9th in Alumni Loughe at
general education classes or the 4:00 p.m. Various methods of Birth
control will be discussed as well as
individual counseling.
Both the group sessions and pertinent issues such as abortion,
individual counseling will be under pregnancy, or other topics that the
the direction of Keats Jarmon, who group feels are importasnt. Locawill continue her duties as Intern- tion of area birth control services
ship Coordinator. Jarmon has had will also be given.
byDickDahllng
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Tarmon Appointed Birth Control Counselor
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DirectorofBesfckod.lServfce.i.IiMDow
tion and four recommendations to
the Office of Residential Services.
Candidates will be asked to interview with members of the faculty,
administration and student body.
Applications must be submitted by
March 10, and evaluations by April
1.
Dow says that she is not looking
for any certain type of person to be
an R.A. A diverse student body
requires diverse Resident Assis-
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Connecticut
Paper, Glass, Cans

Where to Recycle in Hartford

by Julie P. Johnson
The recent environmental
movements in this country have
increased Americans' awareness of
the problems which pollution poses
for all of us. Numerous recycling
opportunities are now available in
the area for anyone who wishes to
see their cans, bottles and newspapers put back to use.
The Gross Paper Co. (Locust
St., Hartford) and the Tri-City
Recycling Co. are in the business of
recycling waste paper. These companies buy various grades of paper
ranging in price from corrugated
paper (cardboard boxes) which
sells for $10 a ton, to computer
print out at $60 a ton. Newsprint
sells for $40 a ton.
In the recycling industry these
companies are known as "middle
men"—they buy the waste paper
and "bale it" in large machines
which ram the paper into bundles
each about V* the size of a car.
These bundles are then sent on
to mills which convert the paper

into products for reuse. For instance, corrugated material (packing boxes, and other cardboard) is
often recycled as pizza boxes,
cracker boxes, and so on.
Often these companies receive
their paper not only from business
offices, but also from church
groups, boy scouts, and other
similar organizations who find that
recycling is ecologically beneficial
and also profitable.
Paul Wisniowski of Tri-City
Recycling said that he "will
provide a 30-40 year container to
be parked in a certain area over a
weekend." The organization involved will then receive payment
for the tonnage they collect.
Paper recycling is big business.
Tri-City reports they do a weekly
volume of 25 tons.
In aluminum recycling, Reynolds Aluminum has undertaken a
tremendous campaign to promote
the collection of used aluminum
cans. They have 800 collection
points in 45 states and 150 trucks

which stop in shopping centers and
other locations picking up cans.
Currently, they pay 17c a pound for
what is approximately 23 12-ounce
beverage cans. In 1977 they did a
volume of 134.5 million pounds in
aluminum cans which paid the
public $22.9 million.
The program began in 1967
when environmentalist compaigns
threatened the future existence of
the aluminum can. Now, ten years
later, the program not only appeases environmentalists, but is
also a substantial energy saver. It
takes only 5 per cent of the total

energy needed to make aluminum
to recycle it. More than 55 per cent
of the cans produced by Reynolds
Aluminum are returned for recycling.
In the Hartford area there will
be an aluminum collection container located at Charter Oak Mall on
March 18 from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m.
Both the cities of West and East
Hartford collect glass bottles for
recycling. West Hartford collects
about seven to eight tons a week
and trucks them to a glass recycling
plant in Dayville, Ct.
The bins in West Hartford are
located on Brixton St. There are
four bins marked with colors
corresponding to the color of glass
to be deposited in each container.
In East Hartford the bins are
located at the fire houses.
The Environmental Protection
Agency at the State House recently
completed a study which showed
that close to 80 percent of all towns
in Connecticut have some type of

State Vital Statistics For '76

1,000 population. This indicates a
leveling off of deaths which had
declined steadily since 1952, when
a rate of 9.7 deaths per 1,000
population was recorded. This span
covered a remarkable period of 24
years of declining death rates.
The five leading causes of death
aver Wl$.
on 1976 were in order: Heart,
In the calendar year ending cancer, stroke, pheumoniaDecember 31, 1976, there were influenza, and accidents. This list
35,607 births, 364 fewer births than of five leading causes of deaths
were recorded in the previous year. differs from the previous year when
The birth rate recorded was 11.3 accidents was the fourth leading
per 1,000 population, a new cause and pneumonia-influenza
historically low birth rate for the was fifth.
fifth consecutive year.
The five leading causes of death
The total number of deaths for
1976 was 26,152, an increase of 390 accounted for 77.5 per cent of all
deaths recorded over 1975 deaths. Heart disease accounted
resulting in a death rate of 8.3 per for 10,050 deaths, or 38.4 per cent

The following is a list of vital
statistics for the state in 1976,
released by the state Department
of Health.
The population of Connecticut
increased by 15,210 persons to a
total of 3,152,200, The increase
represented a gain of 5 per cent

of the deaths, and a mortality rate
of 318.8 per 100,000 population, an
increase of 1.4 over the 1975 heart
mortality rate of 317.4.
Cancer accounted for 5,844
deaths or 28.3 per cent of all deaths
and a crude death rate of 185.4 per
100,000 population. Both the
number and the rate of deaths due
to cancer declined from the
historic high recorded in 1975,
when 5,909 residents expired due
to this cause, and the mortality rate
was 188.4.
Stroke, in the calendar year
1976, caused 2,472 deaths, 9.4 per
cent of all deaths. The rate
recorded for stroke was 78.4 per
100,000 population, down from

1975 by 1.1 deaths per 100,000
population.
Pneumonia-influenza combined, in 1976, accounted for 963
deaths, 3.7 per cent of all deaths,
and a rate of 30.6 per 100,000
population. Pneumonia-influenza
mortality showed an increase of
228 deaths more than recorded in
1975, and the highest number of
deaths due to this cause sbce 1969,
when 1,056 residents died and a
mortality rate of 35.0 per 100,000
was recorded.
Accidents of all types in 1976
accounted for 951 deaths, 3.6 per
cent of all deaths, and a rate of 30.2
per 100,000 population.

recycling project underway.
The most progressive of these
programs is a curb side pick-up of
mixed garbage going on in East
Lyme. The city collects "mixed
bags" of glass containers, assorted
cans, and paper. This material is
sent to a company which sorts it
and distributes it to the appropriate
recycling plant.
The state office building where
the EPA is housed is running its
own small recycling program. In
each office there are containers for
the collection of white paper. This
paper earns a payment of $40 a ton.
This is the only state-run program
of this type operating at this time.
It is hoped that the success of this
project will instigate other similar
programs in the future.

T

How To
Get There
If you have glass bottles and
like to smash them, the West
Hartford bins are the place. To get |
there, take New Britain Avenue
west several miles to Newfield
Avenue in southwest Hartford.
Take a right, and then the first left
onto Dexter St. Take this several
blocks to Brixton St. (Look for an
incinerator smokestack—the bins
are right nearby.)
For information on aluminum
recycling in Connecticut, call (tollfree) 1-800-243-6000.
Paper recycling locations are
also readibly accessible. Tri-City is*!
located on 655 Christian Lane in
Berlin, just south of the city. Their
number in 728-3072. Gross Paper,
at 150 Locust (249-0686), is located
in southeast Hartford. Take Broad
St. south to Brown St., take a left
and follow Brown until it becomes
Airport Road. Just past a forest of
neon signs and just before a
railroad bridge is Locust St. Take
a left.

Trinity, Prefers...

THE CORNER TAP
CAFE

217 New Britain Ave.

Trinity Pizza House
527-9088

Free Delivery of Pizza
of? on Pizza orders picked up
•<•••.

•

»'<?

114 Niw Britain Ave.

C®fssynt@r§ Plan Strategy
by Gary Abr&fiasGu

Consumer activists from New England and New
York state were busy this weekend holding workships
and making speeches at "Strategies for Change," a
conference sponsored by the Connecticut Citizens
Action Group, the Douglas Consumer Research
Center, and the United Auto Workers.
Leaders from grassroots organizations such as
HART, as well as social service agencies,, educational
institutions, state and local government, senior citizen
groups and labor unions met at the YWCA in Hartford
to explore local and national issue.
Urban problems including redlining, property
taxes, and housing development and rehabilitation
were discussed in workshops led by staff members of
community organizations. Hartford (representatives
UACA -Copper Albany Community Orgaa-

photo by John LeisenrinB

ization) and HART (Hartford Areas Rally Together).
. Voicing ' 'concern for the stay-in-the-city-and-fixmovement rather than the back-to-the-city movement," Willi Glee of UACA spoke of the problems of
housing rehabilitation and development in Hartford.
Members of the workshop discussed ways to deal with
the obstacles facing revival and restoration of urban
areas.
Food and Farm policy issues brought a
wide range of consumer interests together in a
workshop led by ConnPIRG Director Jack Hale '^
Participants from local and national organizations
discussed ways to support agriculture in Connecticut.
Throughout the weekend the 200 participants1
in the conference attended workshops on health care,
food stamps, utilities, media, complaint resolution,
consumer education and alternatives.
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Connecticut
Preservation Bill in Works

Farmlands: A Vanishing Resource

byTriciaBealrd
For most urban and city
dwellers vegetables originate in a
tin can, milk comes from a bottle
and wheat cereal pours from a
cardboard box. Rarely does one
stop and consider that food, one of
man's primary needs, is the product
of two valuable natural resources
— the farmer and his farmland.
Unfortunately, these resources are
rapidly diminishing in Connecticut.
A public hearing of the state
legislature's Environment Committee was held February 28 at
Bushnell Auditorium to discuss one
possible solution to land decrease
in the state. This solution comes in
the form of a bill recently raised in
the Connecticut General Assembly
involving the preservation of
designated farmland through state
purchase of development rights.
This bill has gained the support of
the Connecticut Public Interest
Research Group (ConnPIRG), the
Connecticut Citizen's Group
(CCAG), the Sierra Club, the
Community Renewal Team, town
governments and various other
urban groups across the state.
The land problem in Connecticut first received legislative
attention in 1974 when Governor
Thomas Meskill appointed a task
force to examine the decrease of
agricultural land due to commercial and suburban development. The task force was composed of 25 persons representing
environmental and agricultural
organizations as well as individual
farmers. The Governor's Task
Force, realizing the urgency of the
situation,
advanced
their
evaluation schedule and issued a
report five months early in
December 1974. The group
concluded that available farmland
in Connecticut has shrunk by half

in the past 25 years; working farms
have diminished by this same
amount in only the last decade.
The task force estimated that in
order to fulfill a third of Connecticut's food needs,'at least 325
thousands of its remaining 500
thousand acres of agricultural land
must be reserved for farming. The
group's primary recommendation
for reserving the land was a
development rights purchase plan.
The price of these rights is the
difference between the value of the
land when used for agricultural
purposes and its value for other
uses, such as suburban development.

The Governor's Task Force
initially recommended that rights
be purchased from farmers on a
mandatory basis. However, since
the original report, the Task Force
has decided that fanners should
voluntarily offer their land to the
state. In selling the development
rights on his land, a farmer retains
all rights to ownership, but the land
must
only
be
developed
agriculturally. In addition to
decreasing Connecticut's
dependence on food importation,
the development rights plan would
also benefit the individual farmer.
The money received from the state
could be spent on improvement of
their farms.
The farm bill currently being
raised by the Environment
Committee (Bill 5051) appropriates
$5 million for a two-year trial plan.
State
funds
to
purchase
development rights would come
from either the General Fund,
which includes money from sales
tax and lotteries, or from bonding.
Formerly, this farmland preservation bill was to be financed by a
one per cent tax on real estate

transfers. Because of this tax, Bill
505l's predecessors have experienced setbacks in the Finance
Committee, under the chairmanship of Senator Audrey Beck,
D-Mansfield. Last summer Beck
formed and chaired a subcommittee on farm preservation.
The subcommittee did not
recognize the loss of farmland as
acute and stressed further study of
the problem.
One controversial aspect of
5051 that may delay its passage
further concerns gravel, mineral
and water rights. According to the
legislature, farmers participating in
the development rights plan could
not use these resources commercially. At the hearing at
Bushnell Auditorium, several
farmers echoed the viewpoint of
the Connecticut State Farm
Bureau on this issue. The Bureau
has pledged full support of the bill
on the condition that this clause of
the bill be changed. The En-

vironment Committee reconciles
the gravel rights issue in that they
feel that the state should buy
agricultural rights only; if the land
is a profitable gravel bank, it
should not be cited as land to
purchase development rights of.
Representative John Anderson,
chairman of the Environment
Committee, emphasized the
necessity of passing Bill 5051 this
year. "This bill is a trial — a first
step -— not an answer to all the
problem," said Anderson. He also
pointed to further advantages of
the bill. "Bill 5051 is truly a consumer bill. The city dweller
benefits, too." Anderson feels that
this farmland legislation will
decrease the urban sprawl in
Connecticut. Development, as a
result, will go into the improvement of the cities. This
theory has won the support of the
city of Hartford as well as the
Connecticut Conference of
Municipalities, representing the

majority of the towns in the state.
Bill 5051 has also gained
backing from student members of
ConnPIRG. PIRG students at the
University
of
Connecticut
presented Lt. Governor Killian
with a petition in support of the bill
containing almost 300 signatures.
Killian used this petition in his
testimony at Bushnell Auditorium.
Since, last summer, ConnPIRG,
under the direction of Jack Hale,
has been pulling together the
coalition of organizations in
support of the bill.
Yet despite the support the bill
is getting from various sources
(even the United Auto Workers
have expressed an interest in the
passage of it), Bill 5051 has been
the type of legislature that
everyone supports in principle but
is rarely acted upon effectively.
Meanwhile, farmland in Connecticut continues to diminish and
the consumer continues to feel the
pinch at the supermarket.

Weicker Proposes Aquaculture Program
To Increase Food Supply From Sea
WASHINGTON—With American agricultural production at its
peak and world demand for protein
continuing to increase yearly, the
United States must begin increasing its food supply from the sea,
Senator Lowell Weicker (R-Conn.)
said recently in introducing legislation to develop a national aquaculture program.
Aquaculture, the controlled
cultivation of aquatic plants and
animals, is a fledgling industry in
American but has been practiced in
other countries for centuries.
"Aquaculture technology has

reached a point where it has the
potential in this country to produce
low-cost, high-protein food as well
as the gourment items such as
shrimp and possibly lobster."
Weicker said in introducing the
measure on February 24.
Catfish is already being successfully cultivated, Weicker
noted, and other fish which show
promise of successful cultivation
include salmon, oysters, mussels,
pompano and trout.
Government assistance in
development of an aquaculture program is needed, Weicker said,

because it "is still considered a
speculative industry and private
investment will not become available until assurances of attractive
returns are realized."
The three-pronged Weicker
approach includes co-ordinating
research on which species have the
greatest potential for cultivation,
providing federal guaranteed loans
for contracting, operating and
stocking aquaculture facilities, and
providing a federal insurance program to cover loss of essential fish
stocks.
A similiar bill passed the House
February 15.

Connecticut In Brief
by Brian Crockett

Nuclear Bill in Works

whose expense record was highlighted by Ludgin at the
. Council meeting. Ludgin said Carbone has spent $8,609 in
.. city.funds in th.e last two years for expense account items.

Snow Afrf OK'ed

A bill that would ban the construction; of itepy .nuclear •
power plants in the state is being drafted by the 'state
legislature Environment Committee.
• A bill giving $5 million in state aid to 167 state cities
In other related action, the Environment<£gjtagufgee. , ami towns-for snow removal expenses was passed
will hold hearings soon on a bill banning nBeIaae%aste
unanimously by the General Assembly last week.
disposal in the state.
Governor Elk Grasso, who originally asked for $2
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Excess Traffic
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Major highways in southwestern Connecticut will be
over-congested within seven years, causing high levels of
air pollution and numerous traffic accidents, a study made
public last week indicated.
The increased traffic would be caused by increased
New York City commuter traffic from Fairfield Country,
among other factors, the study by the South Western
Regional Planning Agency said.
Particularly hard hit, the study indicated, will be
Interstate 95 and the Men-it Parkway, which are already
pressed by excess traffic.

Council Feud
The feud between deputy Mayor Nicholas Carbone and
Councilman Robert Ludgin continued last week as Ludgin
announced he plans to introduce a measure that would
reduce city-paid expense accounts for members of the
council. The measure would require all expenses to be
approved by the city council.
Ludgin also introduced a measure that would limit the
yearly expense.total for each Councilmember to $500.
The measures seem to be .aimed 'especially tt Carbone,:

million, signed the increased aid bill into law last
Thursday.
Bridgeport received the largest amount, SI 66,558,
followed by Hartford's allocation of $156,725.

Farmland Preservation
In an effort to promote state farmland preservation, the
Capitol Region Council of Governments voted late last
month to in effect concentrate further development within
a generally defined urban area encircling Hartford.
The decision, required by the federal government for
future federal funding, was opposed by five local towns,
including East Hartford, East Granby, Marlborough,
South Windsor and ToUand. The five towns expressed
concern over future tax base development, which the ban
on farmland development would hinder.

Sunset Law Asked
A resolution that would start preliminary action towprd
requiring evaluations of city-backed non-profit corporations eyery two years has been proposed by Councilman
Sidney L. Gardner.
• The Sunset Haw, which was presented to the full city

council in February, is essentially a call for a feasibility
study by the city.
The dry presently employs a number of non-profit
corporations to provide specific services, including
consulting work.

Power Plants Shut Down
Both of the State's nuclear power plants at the
Millstone complex in Waterford will be shut down next
month for servicing and refueling. The shutdowns leave
one nuclear plant, the Connecticut Yankee facility in
Haddam, in operation.
Millstone I will halt operations on March 10 for the
seven weeks required for refueling. In addition, a gas
treatment system designed to reduce radioactivity from
emissions into the air will be installed.
Millstone II, shut down since last November, won't
start up again until April as refueling operations and the
replacement of steam generator tubing continue.

Lakes Endangered
Lakes in the stpte may be In danger of excessive air
pollutants, a report on the effect of urbanization on state
lakes indicated.
The pollutants, especially air-borne phosphorus, are
falling into the lakes at an increasing rate, threatening the
rate of algae and plant growth. One of the main causes of
the phosphorus pollutants is the decreasing amount of
wetlands in the state, the report indicated. Wetlands and
surrounding areas sponge up excess phosporus fallout
before it reaches the lakes.
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Editorial
A Problem Does Exist
Printed below is the text of the student government petitions,
including the more than 860 signatures compiled over the past
week.
If nothing else, this should point out to all administrators that a
problem exists, and that it is affecting the majority of the student
body. Hopefully, it will also demonstrate that a concrete and lasting
solution must be formulated in the very near future.

The Tripod endorses this position, and congratulates the SGA on
its productive and organized efforts to express student opinion. A
meeting will be held on Friday, March 10 at 4:15 p.m. in the Alumni
Lounge to discuss the communications gap and its solutions. We
urge all students, faculty, and administrators to attend, to show
their concern, and to help in alleviating what has become a major
problem on campus.

As evidenced by the handling of the recent Open Period controversy, as
well as the general indifference shown by the administration towards the
students, it has become apparent that student-administration communication at the College is ineffective. Therefore, we the undersigned register
our discontent and indignation, with the expectation that the
administration takes immediate steps to rectify the situation.
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Letters
1, 1 ••

Escorts Go
Unused
To the Editor,
As a member of a fraternity and
a participant in the IFC library
escort service, I find it very
disturbing that full use of this
service is not taken advantage of.
Here is the opportunity for female
members of the community to
obtain that one item that most feel
is lacking here — more security.
Granted, at its inception, it was not
well publicized, so the lack of use
can be partly attributed to this. But
since then, signs have been posted
as well as an ad in the Tripod,
describing the service. Still the use
of the escort service remains low.
The service is designed to take
some pressure off the overworked,
understaffed security force and to
provide an escort from the library
to any dorm on campus and local
off-campus housing. Escorts show
U
P in pairs on the half-hour,
starting at 10:00 and ending at
mi
dnight,
Sunday
through
Thursday. One escort goes to South
Campus, the other goes to the
quad, and North Campus. Those
who want escorts whould meet in
the library at the smoking room.
This service is being provided^
for the campus to use. To date, the
campus has for the most part
chosen to ignore it. For the sake of
better security on this campus, I
h
°pe that situation changes.
s
>ncerely,

the inefficient management of the
Pub. First of all, I would like to
formally apologize to all those
people to whom I was unnecessarily rude on Thursday
night. I was only the victim of
circumstances that night and had
no power over what went on
behind the bar. For those of you
who were not at the Pub Thursday
night, mechanical difficulties
resulted in no beer on tap and
bottled beer quickly ran out. This
forced the Pub to close early and
many angry customers threatened
never to come back. I realize that
the problems with the taps could
not be helped, but there were cases
of beer in back that simply had not
been placed in the refrigerator. I
have witnessed such iimefficiency
on many occassions and find it
totally unnecessary. The menu
should read, "Ask about our beer.
If you are lucky, we might have
some tonight." After working three
to six hours a week since September, I must admit that there has not

been one night that I worked when
everything wasn in stock. The list
of what is not in stock is usually
much longer than what is available.
Another complaint of mine is
the attitude of some of the Pubmasters. It is amazing; pay an
employee four cents more, give
them the title Pubmaster, and just
watch the power go to their head. I
think there might, be some
correlation between the extra four
cents and the number of letters in
the words they use. Saturday night
I went into the Pub with some
Barry Dorfman '79 friends to get some peanuts, and
Brother of AXP after being told to go right up to the
window, a Pubmaster called two of
my friends an extremely colorful
word that is not fit for print in this
T
° the Editor:
newspaper.
Several unpleasant experiences
M" ^tendance at the pub has
•1 :- -i -T'f tVo
•-,-,. • »'(;erb tris ysar. l have had

Pub Peeves
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>d TI>I« in there and would

like to see them continue. Such
incidents as I have mentioned,
however, drive students away
rather than attract them. Continual
shortages of beer, food, glasses,
and pitchers lead to unhappy, irate
customers and cause bad employee-customer relations. Mere
observation of attendance at the
Pub should give the management
some idea of how much to keep in
stock. This is obviously lacking,
resulting in an inefficiently
managed business.
Sincerely,

The Tripod welcomes letters
to the Editor, but reserves the
right to edit them where necessary. All letters must be
signed. Name will be witheld on
request.

President Lockwood will meet
informally with students interested in asking questions or
talking with him on Wednesday,
march 8, 3:30-5:00 in the
President's Office.

Tripod / / /

AmyPolayes'80

Correction
To the Editor:
Thank you for your informative
article on Cinestudio. I would,
however, like to make an addition
and a clarification. There are six
student managers. Besides the four
you mentioned, Patrice Ball and
Randy Kendell also are responsible
for an evening weekly.
As to selection of films, a
number of students participate in
the booking decisions during the
meeting which go on for about two
weeks in preparation for each flyer.
While some films almost
automatically • appear on our
schedule as soon as they become
available, (for example the latest
Bergman or James Bond),
Cinestudio staff members contribute suggestions of their own
and pass along audience requests
as well. We welcome ideas from all
sources as an aid to keeping out
program varied.
Sincerely,

Alice O'Connor
Managing Editor
Seth Price

Newi Editor
Andrew Walsh
Editor
ikett

lance
edited
tor articles, letters to the
materi
editor hnd other editorial page copy is 5 P.M , Saturday preceding
Tuesday's TRIPOD, deadline for advertisements te i? p
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Commentary
A Musical Question II

by Eric Grevstad
Not many people would call 1977) with few expectations and
Abba the top singing group of the less experience, but the reaction
century; in their homeland, was startling. The piece provoked
according to my sister who lives the largest positive response I have
there, the singing Swedes are ever had: all ten people I know on
viewed in much the same way that, campus liked it; friends spoke
say, the Osmonds are over here. (I highly of it; beautiful women said
have a recurring fantasy in which they loved it. (It was at about this
the SGPB announced Donny & time that I began to think of a
Marie for the big spring concert, sequel.)
and there is a riot on campus.)
It also provoked the only
However, I found myself singing an negative response I have ever had.
Abba song as I walked to class WRTC-FM does not like the way I
yesterday, and I came to two do the things I do; eleven members
conclusions: (1) I have listened too of the WRTO staff sent the Tripod
much to the radio lately, and (2) I the first rebuttal to a humor
am going to write a column on column on record, censuring my
popular music again.
piece as non-productive criticism
I wrote the first "A Musical and asking for a clarification. (I am
Question" column (October' 18, not counting a second letter by the

program director, who called me
supremely stupid, accused me of
babbling on foolishly, and sent me
tickets to a Debby Boone concert.)
Fortunately,
the misunderstanding was resolved; explanatory letters were written; and
we agreed that I could view pop
music as humorous, especially the
sort of AM radio schlock which
WRTC rarely plays, without
disparaging the job they do as a
radio station. I have even had
dinner with the Station Manager
since, though I don't think he reads
me anymore.
Actually, the column wasn't
that much to begin with. Aside
from the fact that most pop songs
are about love (as opposed to food,

hate, economics, or basketball), all Keane Brothers may be with us yet.
I said was that you couldn't unAlso, popular music is getting
derstand the lyrics to them. If higher. I am no lumberjack bass
anything, this has gotten worse; I myself (those who know my voice
can barely make out most of the have compared it to the children's
words to the "Saturday Night in Mary Poppins), but I can't tell
Fever" songs, and there are a the Bee Gees from Samantha Sang,
couple of real winners like "Turn to and Leo Sayer sings higher than
Stone" that defy anyone to un- both of them. Perhaps everyone is
derstand them at all. But there are playing their records at 78 in honor
two other, similar problems, which of the new year. Vocalists in pop
have also been increasing lately. music today are singing higher,
First, rock and roll is here to singing faster, and singing for a
stay — and it's getting younger younger audience than ever before.
every minute. Pop music has
The next big act in music could
followed ABC television and aimed be Alvin Flash and the Disco
for the pre-teen and upper Chipmunks.
elementary levels; this is what gives
us Shaun Cassidy, shaking his tail
at the Grammy Awards. The

Controversy Surrounds African Film
byMacMargolis
"Ceddo," Sembene sketches in ground and all are forced to submit ruling order he nevertheless unequivocally a villain. Chivalry
Last December, at a conference necessarily broad strokes no single to Islam.
dignifies it in the process. In the
on African literature and society, event but a historical process —
But Sembene does not leave us very first framer of "Ceddo" and honor resound as the films
held in Ibadan, Nigeria, it was the progressive encroachment of with Africans bent on their knees Princess Dior, stripped to the waist, most sailent themes.
But Ousmane Sembene's
announced that the government of Islam over the indigenous peoples to Allah. There is a rebellion in the bathes luxuriously in a serene inlet.
Senegal had just issued a ban on a of the Senegambia.
end, but a curious sort of rebellion. The sound is gently muffled and we portrayal of Islamic imperialism
new film, "Ceddo," by writer and
Sembene gives us no dates, but The Ceddo do not rise up against watch the water caress her rich was apparently poignant enough to
director Ousmane Sembene. woven into the story are definite the new Muslim order. Rather it is brown skin. She is the archetypal incite censorship in predominantly
Sembene, one of Africa's most indications of the era "Ceddo" the returned Princess Dior, who goddess in captivity; her liberation
Muslim Sgnegal. While "Ceddo"
prolific artists, was not able to encompasses. The time is around has been fortuitousry rescued at the is the masses' redemption.
may enjoy wide circulation here
attend this Nigerian conference, the first quarter of the nineteenth last moment, who slays the Imam,
and abroad, and though Sembene's
The portrait of the king, broken
but his name and his work figured century when slaves predominated though more to avenge her father's and sombre, is likewise less work may be discussed, debated
centrally in the four days of over ground nuts as the major death than in solidarity with the comdemning than sympathetic. and admired amongst critics in
discussion. In no small part, trading commodity, and well oppressed Ceddo. In short, this is a The young heirs to the crown strut
Nigeria, Sembene's own counSembene's political and aesthetic before the French systematically reactionary revolt; royalty is around the throne in colorful
try people are continually denied
vision served as a paradigm and an
access to the work and vision of
restored and the masses, released garb, making valiant speeches rich
controlled the countryside.
inspiration for all the writers" ancT
one
of their most talented and
from
the
service
of
Allah,
still
with metaphor and proverbial
From the opening of the film we
critics gathered at Ibadan. And, the
cower in their loin cloths.
truth. Only the Imam is outspoken artists.
see
a
kind
of
three-tiered
conflict
otherwise heated controversy that
Indeed, the whole of "Ceddo"
marked the conference was put • unfolding, a conflict between
aside IOT the moment when all the Islam, royalty, and the Ceddo — unwinds with a kind of regal
participants endorsed a letter common people or 'pagans.' The lethargy. The prime actors are,
demanding the release of "Ceddo." King, a convert to Islam, is in- throughout, the elite; the Ceddo
creasingly challenged by the are almost always seen at a
The college community was saddened by the loss of Jackie Wolff,
The pretext used by the ambitious Imam, on the one hand, distance, hovering in the
79, in a car accident in Vienna last week. We were all deeply
Senegalese government for cen- and the rebellious Ceddo on the background, or deadlocked in
affected by the news.
soring the film -— that Ceddo is other who, dissatisfied with their council, paralyzed and divided by
We would like to express our sincere condolences to the family
spelled with one "d", not two — ruler's impotence, have kidnapped their plight. Though at one level
and friends of Jackie. A memorial service will be held later this
was transparently feeble. And this the Princess. The Muslim leader Sembene has made a devastating
week in the chapel.
is not the first time Sembene has quickly undercuts both ad- critique of the nineteenth century
brushed up against the boundaries versaries, by altering the
of government discretion. "Xala," matrilineal
system
thereby
another of the director's well disenfranchising the rightful heir to
known films, was produced and
the throne, and, later, assasinating
banned in 1975. Much like the case
of Kenya's famous writer, Ngugi wa the king, •
Sembene obviously holds a
Thiong'o (recently arrested by the
mixture
of horror and respect at
Kenyan police), the closer Semthe
machinations
of Islamic imbene's works have come to exposing the oppressive foundations perialism. For as the Imam quietly
of his government's reign the more sits on his dias, surrounded by his
repressive the central government disciples, the traditional ruling elite
is played off against the Ceddo. In
has become.
fact, the majority of the movie's
Like "Xala," "Ceddo" is a footage depicts a series of conpenetrating look at the contours of frontation's between the remaining
Senegalese society. But Sembene claimants to the throne and the
has dropped for the moment the Princess's captors. One by one,
mode of political satire, opting challenger and defender are killed
instead for historical drama. off and buried; little by little the
Rather like his novel, God's Bits of Imam secures his hegemony over
Wood, "Ceddo" focuses on a the community. By the end of the
pivotal epoch in Senegal's past. picture, the Imam is supreme and
The film is not, as Vincent Canby declares a holy war, "jihad,"
would have us believe, "set in some against the pagan Ceddo. The
Trinity students only with this
indefinite time" (NYT, Feb. 17). In
coupon
Ceddos' settlemen* is burnt to the
•
coup

Jackie Wolff'79

\ Nicky's Pizza &
Restaurant
168 HILLSIDE AVE., HARTFORD, CONN.

NOW!

With Every Large Pizza
One FREE Pitcher of Beer
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Trinity Torpid Returns
If you have any Arpil-Poolish Material
to submit, do so before Spring Vacation.

Summer Employment Opportunity for Undergraduates: Hard work
outdoors, long hours, unusually good earning potential. Must show
evidence of financial need, a flexibility to travel, and be 20 years old
t>y May 1. Bring partner with same prerequisites to interview. We
kjre in teams of two. Complete job description available in
Counseling Office. Sign up for interviews to be held March 17 at
Career Counseling Office. Bkhard J. Reilly, Jr., Inc. leading
platform tennis court buttders.
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Grinders
Spaghetti
HOT GIANT GRINDERS

Free Delivery

caff at $22-0422
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Summerstage: A Unique Program

by Peter Bain
There is a constant danger
lurking in the dark corners of any
academic theatre program. The
danger is that of stagnation. It is all
to easy for the theatrical powersthat-be to cloister themselves in
dusty, skrimshawed towers and
blather about Shakespeare,
Molier, and Williams while the rest
of the dramatic world leaves them
far behind. Trinity's Theatre Arts
Department is well aware of this
omnipresent threat and is doing
something about it. Last summer
saw the birth of a new theatrical
beign at Trinity College: Summerstage.
What is Summerstage? Well, to
make a creative, artistic creature
sound like a dull bureaucrat's
dream, Summerstage is a semiprofessional summer theatre
troupe employing both professional
performers and advanced theatre
students from throughout the eastern United States. The program
presents three major productions
and guest artists in theatre, dance,
and music during its ten-week
season.
Whoopee. But what is it really?
It is much more than a textbook
definition can even begin to
indicate. Summerstage not only
serves as a guard against any
academic stagnation of theatre of
Trinity, but also injects new life
into the Department every summer
by way of exposing the Department

members to different professional
artists of varied opinions and
backgrounds.
Professor Roger Shoemaker,
Summerstage's Artists Director,
commented, "It gives the academics, that's me, the chance to
stay in touch with the constant
changes and new developments
going on in professional theatre."
Shoemaker indicated his disdain
for those professors of drama at
other universities who allow themselves to lose touch with theatrical
reality and sink into a quagmire of
dramatic stagnation. Shoemaker
continued, "It keeps us from
becoming cloistered in our approach to drama. The academic
theatre is definitely different form
the professional theatre, unavoidably more cloistered. But we can
also experiment with the work that
we do. Still, the professional
theatre is definitely the lifeblood of
the art form, and we must keep up
with the professionals if we are to
present anything valid onstage."

Paul Stevens Eldridge's role is
is charged with the responsibility of
handling Summerstage's finances. an interesting one, as it involves
The program remains solvent by both artistic and monetary conway of three different income siderations. As Trinity's resident
sources. Firstly, the college pro- designer, Eldridge creates the sets
vides Hartford with its only for Department productions, inpolished theatre of the summer cluding the last production The
because the Hartford Stage Com- Prime of Miss Jean Brodte. In
pany is closed for those months. doing so he strives for the most
Consequently, Summerstage aesthetically appropriate set
serves as very good public relations possible within the theatrical
for Trinity. The college's funding of framework of any play. But Eldthe program helps to perpetuate ridge must also remember the
the contribution of the latter to the budget restraints inherent in any
good reputation of the college theatre program. Because of these
itself. Ticket sales form another .restraints he msut be innovative
major part of Summerstage's fin- enough to design sets which best fit'
ancial resources. Despite the rela- the play within the fiscal bountive lack of size of the Goodwin daries demarcated by the producTheatre, where the shows are tion's budget. To be able to
performed, ticket sales manage to produce effective sets under exactcover approximately 50% of Sum- ing monetary guidelines is an art in
merstage's costs. The final piece in itself, and it is one which Eldridge
the programs fiscal pie consists of has mastered. Trinity has never
grants from various foundations before had a trained, professional
which support the .arts. Woolley designer and technician, and in a
controls all three areas of funding very short time Eldridge has
to insure that Summerstage will become an indespensable part of
the Trinity theatre program.
The men who do the work for remain solvent.
Summerstage are members of the
Theatre Arts Department at
Trinity. As mentioned before,
Roger Shoemaker is the artistic
by James Longenbach
director of the shows presented by
Two more plays are about to be Story, and In the Lap of the Gods
Summerstage. But the leadership added to the long list of dramatic will be presented. The perforis not simply a totalitarian dictator- productions which have taken place mances will be in the Goodwin
ship. Working with Shoemaker is at Trinity this year. On Tuesday, | Theater. The plays are being
Managing Director John Woolley.
March 14, and Wednesday, March sponsored by the Jestors, the
As managing director, Woolley 15, two one-act plays, The Zoo Trinity College drama organization. Admission to the plays is free.
The Zoo Story, written by
Edward Albee, a Trinity alumni, is
directed by Randy Schwimmer.
The play, set in Central Park,
concerns the confrontation of Jerry,
played by Derek McKee, '81, and
Peter, played by Scott Dempsy,
'80. Peter is a weak, introspective
The REadlng Room
man who is dominated by the
Food:*** Vi
forceful and misanthropic Jerry.
Mill Lane
Atmosphere:*****/;!
The play has a powerful and
Farmington, Ct.
Service:****1,^
shocking conclusion.
677-7997
Price: surprisingly reasonable
The second one act, In the Lap
Directions: Rt. 84 West to exit
right onto Mill Lane. Make last
of the Gods, is being performed for
39. Follow road off ramp to first
stop on right.
the first time. The play was written ,
set of lights. Left turn to second

Jesters To Present One Acts

The Reading Room

A Quiet Country Eatery
by Jeffry Dufresne
and
Sue Rondon
situated in the oldest mill in
Connecticut just a ways down the
road from Miss Porter's School is a
lovely, sedate country inn: The
Reading Room. It is owned by John
Chapin a former Trinity student.
B.Y.O.
Because there is no liquor
license, diners are reminded to
bring their own anything. This
policy can be attractive since one is
not linked to a restauranteur's
taste in vino or liquors, and it also
helps to keep the check down.
Though we, as most diners,
protested the corkage and set-up
fees, (.50 and .75 per person
respectively), John explained that
if there were no such fees, he
would have to increase the price of
his dinners to cover costs and
non-drinkers would in effect be
subsidizing the drinkers.
Soup's On
In pottery bowls steamed our
first course: lamb-apple-vegetable
and cream of carrot soup (.70
cup/1.00 bowl). Both of us extend
much praise for the former—and as
a complement, we had freshly
baked, hot marble rye bread to
dunk). Our opinion of the cream of
carrot however was not favorable;
it was thick puree which was too
heavily spiced for our tastes.
Oyster's Anyone?
The next course was sensational: Oyster provencaf ($1.75).
They were spiced just right, and
the garlic butter which remained in
'he shell made more excellent
dunking material. The (cold) spinach salad ($1.25), though ordinary:
radish, bacon and hard boiled egg
with herb dressing, was quite good
and
certainly a nice change from a
Plain tossed salad. Other choices
include quiche, hearts of celery
with roquefort, herring and sour

Summerstage serves yet another purpose. As a dramatic institution it exposes the Department
members and the young amateurs
of the company to a constantly
changing group of professional
performers and technicians. Contacts are made during the summer
season by the talented amateurs
who will then be able to sue them
when and if the amateurs decide to
become professionals. Summerstage is an opportunity for young,
talented people to get a foot into
the door of the acting business; this
chance would not be available if
programs like Summerstage did
not exist.
The Trinity college theatre
program is a many-faceted
creature. Departmental productions provide Trinity with yearround theatre of high quality. All
too many people are unaware of the
theatrical opportunities available to
them. It is hoped that these articles
have informed, if not interested,
people about theatre arts in general
and theatre arts at Trinity in
particular.

cream and steamed mussels with
herbed butter.
Din-Din Time
Could two very full reviewers
dive into the entree? It was an easy
task—Sue's veal saltimbocca
—$6.95 arrived piping hot and
nicely dressed (mushroom cap,
fresh parsley and lemon) alone
with two vegetables: Ratatile,
which was super, and green bean
with mushrooms which were
cooked to a perfect crispness (but
unfortunately not served hot).
Roast Duck a l'orange (6.50) was
Jeffs choice; the fact that it
practically flew from the plate to
his stomach attests to the quality.
He chose tossed salad which was
a pleasing combination of chickory,
escarole and iceberg lettuce, cherry
tomatoes, red cabbage and cucumbers with the house (creamy
Italian) dressing and was topped
with a nice suprise of sesame
seeds. Jeff also chose the potage
du jour which was a scrumptious
baked potato removed from the
skin the lightly whipped with
butter, chives and cheese.
Although the menu is limited to
4 entrees (baked trout almondine
and steak pizzaiola and 2 specials
(that night's offerings were roast
lamb au jus and turkey divan) we
didn't mind this. A small selection
almost insures freshness. In addition, John changes his menu every
month or two, for the sake of
variety for customers as well for
himself.

Sweets for the Sweets?
Could we do it? A glance at the
dessert menu and a promise not to
tell too many people how much
food we had managed to integrate
with our bodys, and we were saying
" y e s . " Fresh peach Kuchen
($1.00), rum/raison
"Haagen
Dazs" ice cream, San Francisco
chocolate chip pie ($1.25) with two
cups of Earl Grey tea (.35)
completed a delightful evening.
Both deserts were freshly baked,
not too sweet, just light enough,
and the ice cream even better than
Breyers. Also tempting are
creamed apricot pie, carrot cake,
fresh honey fruit compote and a
daily special - save room.
The one drawback, was the
entree's glaring lack of originality.
The entrees are appealing but
lackluster. John assured us that the
next change of menu would include
veal oscar (a real treat - if well
prepared) and a less common and
more interesting Roast Duck.
Trin — Trin Revisited
Though possessing a modest
interior, the restaurant has a
thoroughly consistent character.
John's restaurant generates
charm.
We particularly recommend
The Reading Room for either of two
occasions: intimate romantic dinner for two (ask for a window seat)
or an evening out with parents
(who appreciate a low-key, unhurried and well-prepared dinner). In.
either case, we think you'll enjov1
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by Thomas Gettler, a sophomore at
Columbia University. Peter Bain,
the director, describes the play as
exciting and important, because "it
can speak so directly to its
audience." Bain feels that the play
is releventto Trinity and applicable
to everyone.
In the Lap of the Gods is about
the relationship of two college
graduates, played by Michael
Countryman, "80, and Matthew
Lundberg, '78. The two characters
are at a turning point in their lives,
the play is concerned with the
characters' exploration of their
lives, and with the collapse of their
relationship.
Both productions will take place
entirely behind the curtain, with
both the actors and the audience on
the stage,

Michael Countryman
,, of the Gofe*
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More Arts
Arts Calendar
Dance
Films of Paul Taylor and Company and "Sibelius" shown at Greater
Hartford Community College March 7 at 8:30 p.m.
Mary Fulkerson: RAW, Inc. March 10.8:30 p.m., $2.00
Connecticut Dance Theater. Master classs by Mr. Karel Shook on
March 11 at 2:30 p.m. further infor 236-1574 or 232-0870
Connecticut Choreographers Dance Repertory, featuring the Trinity ,
College Dance Faculty and guest choreographers, J.L. Goodwin
Theater, AAC, March 11 at 8:15 p.m. Ticket info: 527-8062

Drama
"Sganarelle, an Evening of Moliere Farces" presented by Yale
Repertory Theater March 9-14. Ticket info: YRT Box Office
436-1600
"Wings" presented by yale Repertory Theater, March 6,7,8 at 8:00
p.m. ticket info: YRT box Office 436-1600
Long Wharf Theater: Four O'Neil One Acts. "Moon of the
Caribbees", "In the Zone", "East for Cardiff', and "The Long
Voyage Home" March 9 thru April 9. Tickent info: 787-4284
Mark Baker will present a Mime program on March 12 at 2:00 p.m.
in Webb Junior High School Auditorium, Wethersfield. Admission
is free
"Rain" an adaptation of Maugham's short story Presented by
Hartford Stage Company. Hunttngton Theater. February 17 thru
March 26 further info: 527-5151
Experimental film at RAW: March 17 "Beware The Holy Whore"
7:30p.m.

Exhibitions
"Film performance" by Benni Dfrat. Wadsworth Atheneum,
Matrix Gallery
Gary Kret: drawing/sculpture RAW Gallery thru March 5th.
Gene Gort: Video/sculptor RAW gallery. Thru March 14. Info:
525-5521
Janet Sorokin: silkscreen prints and acrylic paintings Bushnell
Promenade thru March 8
Watkinson Library, Trinity College. "Printing and Classical
Scholarship in the Renaissance" thru May 15.

Music
Verdi's Requiem will be performed at the Bushnell on March 8th at
8:15 p.m. Ticket info: Bushnell Box Office and AH Ticketron
locations
Cincinnati Symphony Orchesta, at the Bushnell on March 9 at 8:00
p.m. Ticket info: 246-6807
"Vryer and Ford" appearing at The Old Place, March 12 Ticket
Info:246-6801
Marion Brown: Solo Saxophonist at RAW, Inc. March 11 at 8:30
.
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"Roy Meriwether Trio": Manchester Community College on March
16 at 8:00 Further info: 646-4900, ext 259
Jazz Clarion, Hartford Conservatory will present a performance on
March 19 at 2:00 p.m. Admission free.
Apple Hill Chamber Players: Works by Bach, Beethoven, and
Shubert at Immanuel Congregational Chruch, Hartford, on March
12 at 8:00 p.m. Further info: 527-8121
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\ Career Opportunity for Graduating SenlorsiLow-key sales work;
texibility to ..relocate and travel; must have racquets ability;
jlatform tennis, one of the fastest growing sports in America. Good
.tarting salary, potential to work independently. Training program;
>ign up at Csteer Counseling Office for interviews to be held on
Arch 17th. Complete job description available in Counseling Office,
iechard J. ReiHy, Jr., Inc., leading platform tennis court builders.

Trinity Organ Series

Kynaston Shines In
Organ Concert
by Tony Shenton
Nicholas Kynaston, March's
visiting organic in the Trinity
Organ Series, a.jtly retained the
tradition of excellent concerts at
Trinity, through his interpretation
of works by Bach, Reger, Widor,
Guillou, Elgar, and Dupre.
Mr. Kynaston began the
program
with
the
Eleven
Variations on the Chorale: "Set
gegroMflt gudg," by J.S. Bach. The
work itself holds much interest, for
each variation was composed at a
different time in Bach's life,
showing both his earlier style, and
his more mature compositions.
Although Mr. Kynaston made a
few technical errors in the first
variations, (he seemed to have a
musical feel for the piece.
The Prchtdfo and Fngoe In D
minor, by Max Reger, proved that
not all the great preludes and
fugues for organ are written by J.S.
Bach. Moving through Romantic
harmonies, this piece is as good as
most of Bach's, if one can compare
the two different genres. Overall,
the Prelude captured more attention than the fugue, probably
because it was more improvisatory
and let Kynaston's fine musical
sense show through.
Charles-Marie Widor, one of
the Greats of French Romantic
organ music, made the organ sing

with the Allegro vivace and Allegro
cantabile from his Symphonic V.
Somewhat
more
clasically
structured than the music of Dupre
and Vierne, these pieces can be the
stumbling block of many an
organist, but Kynaston, in his true
form, played them better than most
organists.
A work by Jean Guillou, a
contemporary French composer,
started the second half of the
concert. By combining the French
romantic style, with the modern
idiom, Mr. Guillou has come up
with a very pleasurable fantasie,
showing the evolution of the
French composition style to the
present time. Mr. Kynaston was
more suited for this work than for
some of the following works,
because again like the Prelmk, this
work was somewhat improvisatory
in nature.
Mr. Kynaston followed the
above work with the Sonata tit G
major, Opus 28 by Sir Edward
Elgar. Audience reaction to this
piece was vastly conflicting. Many
thought the piece boring, while
others disagreed entirely, hailing
the work as the best on the
program. This reviewer feels that
the work had its moments. It was
not stuffy like Pomp and Cbctu-stanccs, nor was it like a
Baroque sonata, but it was played

Dance Faculty to Perform
The Annual Concert of the
Dance Faculty at Trinity College
will be presented on Saturday,
March 11 at 8:15 p.m. in the JJL.
Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
Arts Center. The concert will
feature
Connecticut
Choreographers. This company,
working together since the Fall of
'77, is comprised of dancers and
choreographers, teaching and
performing ind.'p'.idently in the
Connecticut a>
Their program
will include a - ' s variety of works
ranging
f\om
strictly
choreographed
pieces
to
structured improvizatioh.
Group pieces will include St.
Joseph College faculty member
Sheila Grimm's "Sirocco," a study
of percussive circular motion based
on primitive themes. Also, Judith
Silverman of Greater 'irrtford
Community College, and Pam
Ross, director of the nevly formed
Moving Circus Dance Company
wiH offer works involving the
interaction
of
words
and

movement; Our own Constance
Kreemer will present a media piece
in tribute to the Pioneer Valley
using sets made out of tobacco
netting (designs by Steven Wood,
Trinity Art Faculty).
Of the solo, works performed,
Cory Selwyii from the Hartford
Conservatory will offer a lyrical
piece
entitled
"Prologue"
accompanied by the music of
Gentle Giant. Also on the lyrical
side, Shula Saltzman will present
"Day Space," a Japanese lyric
dance choreographed by Joy
Kellman of Danceworks, Boston.
Sara Ingram, creative movement
and dance instructor at the Eugene

O'Neill Theatre, will portray a
tomboy flirt in "Homeplate" with
music by Bonnie Raitt. This piece
was last performed as a quintet at
the American Dance Festival.
A special feature will be
"Womansong," a structured improvization based on the changing
images and moods of women
performed by Trinity's Judy
Dworin and Mona Daleo with
vocalist Kerry QKeefe.
Tickets are $2.50 for general
admission and $1.50 for students
and senior ditizens. For information and reservations call the
Austin Arts Center Box Office at
S27-8062.

Clark the Iguana, a most
valuable graphic is missing from
The Jarvis Comission on the
Interpretivo Arts. Clark adds a
great deal to the walls of the
gallery, complimenting such
other graphics as "Feelih
Fresh" and dog named
"Snoopy." It would be greatly
.appreciated if he were returned

to his most humble abode. The
commission has been anxiously
awaiting his return for three
weeks. Clark's owner is quite
upset by his kidnapping. Therefor, whoever had the nerve to
take him...return him immediately, under punishment of
being drawn and quartered.
Thank you.
_____

PREPARE FOR:
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NATL DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours

nit down torn
with oxcsllont Italian
atmosphere and f a s l

1786 BroadSt.
824

well, and made very interesting
listening. However, the work did
not seem to fit the program, which
needed a return to a more familiar
form at that point, but not the
drastic contrast provided by this
piece.
Two Sketches by Marcel Dupre
ended the scheduled program, the
first in E minor, the second in Bv
minor. At Clarence Watter's
recital, the Sketch In E minor
showed Prof. Watters' fine
technique when playing notes in an
ostinato pattern. Mr. Kynaston
proved almost as good, but did not
have the fine performing edge
which comes only with the many
years of experience of Prof,
Watters. However, the Sketch in
Bb minor dispelled any doubts
about Mr. Kynaston, who played
this work as if he were the one
organist who knew it best. Finally
losing some of his reserved style of
performance, he actually made the
organ almost loud during this
piece, although not as loud as the
"rattle the foundations" style of
some organists.
The entire performance was
filled with music to relax by, rather
than to get excited from, and this
reviewer feels that 99 per cent of
the audience there left happy, the
program
having
contained
something for everyone.

Tkere&S* difference!!!
Complete tape facilities for review rod supplemental purposes

A CHANGE OF PERSPECTIVE
STUDY rOR A SEMESTER 0» YEAR
WITH BRITISH PROFESSORS
EABH FULL ITHAU COLLEGE CREDIT

flMHSKS;

Literature. History. Art History.
Drama. Education. Music. Politics.
Psychology. Sociology, Business
Administration from the British
point of view. Courses are de• I g r w l to mailmlie the benefits of
the Program's location in London.

Tr»p»:

For Information Please Call:

101 Whitney Ave.
New Haven, Ct.

LONDON
CENTER
ITHACA
COLLEGE

Visits to nvjseums.
galleries,
schools; theaters, social and political Institutions comprise an Inte-

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

TEST PREPARATION
789-1169
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
Come Visit Ou» Centex
Outside M.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1732
titters in Mi'c 1 US Cities,Toronto, Puerto Rico and'lugang, Switzerland

gral part of the Program
For More Information about Fall
1978 and Spring 1979. cor -i

Foreign Study Office.

ITHACA COLLEGE
tthsca. N.Y. 14850 .,

«...*..^
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Announcements
r

Tuesday, March 7
7 p.m.
Alumni Lounge
Senior Class Gift Committee
meeting. Any interested senior
may attend.

Wednesday, March 8
3:00 p.m.
Alumni lounge
Interests & Skills identification
workshop.
4:00 p.m.
Wean Lounge Lecture
Dr. Hussein Adam of Somali
National University will speak
on "The Somailai/Ethiopla conflict Implications for International
Peace.
Sponsored by Intercultural
Studies, LaVoz Latina, and the
Political Science Department.
4-5:00 p.m.
Washington Room
Economics Department Open
House. Requirements for the
major will be explained, seminars will be introduced, and
members of the department will
answer questions.
7:30 p.m.
President's House
Nepal Discussion. President
Lockwood will meet with students interested in joining the
March 1979 trek to Nepal.
7:30 p.m.
Ferris Athletic Center, Tanslll
Room.
Women's Spring Track Meeting. All women are welcome. No
previous experience is necessary

Thursday, March 9

4:00 p.m.
Alumni Lounge.
Birth Control Education Meeting.
4:00 p.m.
life Sciences Center, Rm. 134.
biology Seminar, "The Mechanism of Steroid Hormone action" by Dr. W.W. Leavitt, The
Worcester Foundtion for Ex-

perimental Biology.
6:00 p.m.
Review — Tripod office, Jackson Basement.
A meeting for all staff members,
old and new, Interested in
working for the Trinity Review
spring '78.
8:00 p.m.
Wean Lounge — Hillel and
Urban — Environmental Studies Panel Discussions
Panel discussions on "The
Problem of Youth Employment
in the Inner City."
8:00 p.m.
McCook Auditorium
Movie — "Dr. Steangelove" —
Sponsored by the World Affairs
Association. Admission is free.
All are welcome to attend.
9s00p.ni.
Hamlin Hall — Concert
Woody Harris Concert will be
presented by the Folks of the
Trinity Folk Society.

Saturday, March 11
8:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m.
Hartford Jewish Community
Center, 335 Bloomfield Ave.,
West Hartford.
Intercollegiate Dance, free refreshments and transportation.
Tickets are $2. in advance, $2.50
at the door. For more Information, contact Eileen Kern,
249-0021 or Box 1138.

Theatre Internship
Sidewalk, Inc. Is offering an
opportunity to interns to develop a
project in their field of interest for
one "Thursday is a Work of Art"
which will run from June 2 through
August 24, 1978.
Thursday is a Work of Art is a
project developed by Sidewalk and
initiated during the summer of
1977. On each Thursday, the city
became a stag? or arena for visual,
conceptual, and performing artists.
These Thursdays provided a
framework in which artists could
develop ideas and work with other
artists in the community to expand
and to stimulate new directions for
their concepts.

Monday, March 13

in need of volunteers to help
initiate
an employee awareness
Anyone still interested in
program
through the development
applying to participate in the 1978
Fall Semester Program of the of advertisement, public relations
Barbieri Center-Rome Campus and marketing programs. If you are
may obtain an application in the interested in having experience
Office of Educational Services.
within a medically oriented state
agency and with issues of universal
concern, call Susan Rothgeler at
The UConn Health Center 674-2388.
Energy Management Committee is

Energy Internship

Are You Concerned?

Several
incidents, both the administration for their confrightening and enlightening, have sideration and, hopefully, concreated a campus awareness of structive response. We plan to
Trinity's security situation this present these recommendations by
year. The Public Safety Com- the end of next month.
The
subcommittee's next
mittee, which was formed last
semester, is a direct outcome of meeting will be on Wednesday,
March 15, from 4-5:30 in Alumni
Would you like to earn some this sensibility.
A Public Safety subcommittee Lounge. All members of the Trinity
money during spring vacation by
driving around to high schools in has been formed with the specific community are invited to attend,
tie Greater Hartford area and post goal of preparing recom- Additional responses will be
materials on bulletin boards? If you - mendations for security and safety welcomed by the committee's
have a car (you will be reimbursed improvements, to be presented to coordinator, Deborah Sikkel (Box
at 14c a mile) and are interested,
623).
please contact Ivan Backer at the TIKJ Public Safety Committee, wouiti like Lo know vih&t
Graduate Studies Office, Williams
concerns you about your siu:c:ty on campus. Wo nrc; pre211 or ext. 310.
paring to make recommendations about campus s.ifety and

Spring Job

Travel Catalogues

4:00 p.m.
Clement Chemistry Building,
Room 210.
Meeting of all freshmen, sophomores and juniors interested in
the study of chemistry or
biochemistry. Professor Bobko
will discuss recent revisions La
the chemistry curriculum, and
course offerings for next year.

Barbieri Center

would like your views. Please complete this form, or
sr.nd us a letter if you wish to include additional information.
Chuck where applicable:

A useful publication put out by
the Council on International
Male
j Female |
j Non-rosident | _] Resident
Educational Exchange in New LJ A d d r e s s :
York City is now available in the
Office of Educational Services and
jM_jFacu.Uy | jStudent 1 iStaff | ^Administration
Records. Information on travel,
work and other matters abroad is
1 | Inadequate lighting. Where? (Bo specific - what
parking l o t s , pathways, buildings, e t c . )
contained in this free booklet.
Please stop and get one if you
would like it.

Drop Deadline

1=1 Office/dormitory £s e c u r i t y .

WhereV

m

The deadline for dropping
Walking. Where? Why'/
courses one is presently enrolled in
is Friday, 7 April 1978. That same
Routes frequently traveled after dark?
day is the deadline for finishing
courses graded incomplete from
last term or prior terms. After 7 i—i Other
April any remaining grade of inCoraments or suggestions
complete, becomes an F.

For
Call when you
Delicious
leave -it will
Pizza and Hot
be ready upon
Oven Grinders
arrrival
Now serving Pastrami
Cappicola & Veal Cutlet Grinders

Send by Campus Mail to Louise Fisher, IDP, 76 Vernon.

PHONE 547-O263

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS

JOHN W. DULKA. PROP,

219 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
HARTFORD,CONN.
(con.

HENRY ST.)

stiiin
Spring Recess
Mar. 19-24
26-31

PIZZA
$125

Phone

247-0234

Richard Staron
prop.

Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford

all Inclusive
Lifts -/<• Lodging -)C- Meals

^
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PAPER AIRPLANE CONTEST

1!L\Y

«P

Win a Cessna Airplane
Plus Free Flying Lessons
Natural presents this up-in-the-air contest just
for the fun of it. Here's all you do: Fold, Crimp,
Lick and Tape this ad or other paper into anything that flies in accordance with the Official
Rules. Then, send it to us.
The Grand Prize is a Cessna 152II Airplane plus free
flying lessons (Up to 40 hours). Our runner up prize of a
free flying lesson will be awarded to all finalists.
And, the first 5000 entries will receive an official
contest patch. Get flying, you could win.

Greatest Distance
Wins The Cessna
Special Awards To Most Original, Most
Attractive, And Maximum Time Aloft
At The National Fly-Off
100 finalists will be chosen on the basis of farthest
distance flown. From these finalists, the Grand
Prize Winner will be selected at a National FlyOff judged by a panel of experts to be named later.
Bonus Awards: At the National Fly-Oftall finalists
will also be judged in such categories as most
original design, most attractive and duration of
flight. These category winners will receive
special recognition awards.
Quick. Get your entries in today. Then relax,
take a "Natural Break", we'll notify you
if you're a winner.

To Bntes Complete T2*e Following
A M I SC&U (See Rule *1 for contest address)
Your Name.
Address
City,

.StSrte.

-Zip.

Mdtuml

am

To learn more about learning to fly, call toll
free 800-447-4700 (In Illinois call 800-322-4400
and ask for the Cessna Take-Off operator.
>;.•>•

••w.

Official Stales
No Purchase Necessary
to Enter Here's -All You So...
1. Construct a fixed wing paper airplane which sustains
flight solely by use of aerodynamic forces, with a total
length and wing span of no more than 60", clearly print your
name and address on a visible part of it, and mail (please wrap
securely) in a folded, ready to fly condition to: \

The Anheuser-Busch Natural Light
Paper Airplane Contest
P.O. Box 8404
Blair, Nebraska 68009

\
\

\
\

2. Winners will be selected solely on the basis of farthest straight line
distance achieved between point of launch and point of nose impact.
There will be only one launch per entry. Enter as often as you wish,
but each entry must be mailed separately.
3. All entries must be received by May 15, 1978.
4. Paper airplanes may have ailerons, rudders, elevators or tabs, but
we will make no adjustments to them. The only acceptable materials
to be used in construction are paper and cellophane tape.
5. All airplanes will be launched by hand only. If there are any special
instructions regarding launching sueh as the angle of attack and force
(hard, medium or soft) of launch, please print them clearly on a visible
portion of your paper airplane, and the judges will attempt to follow them.
6. Preliminary judging to select the farthest flying 100 paper airplanes
will be conducted in an indoor location by the
D.L. BLAIR CORPORATION, an independent judging organization. \
7. The top 100 farthest flying airplanes (the Finalists) will be flown
*v
again indoors to select the farthest flying paper airplane Using the
same criteria as stated above. Selection of a winner will be made by a
distinguished panel of judges who will be named later, under the
direction of the D.L. BLAIR CORPORATION.
8. Bonus prizes of Special Recognition Awards will be awarded to
finalists in the following categories:
A. Most original design
B. Duration of flight (maximum time aloft)
C. Most attractive (overall appearance of design, and color of
paper airplane)
Selection of bonus prize winners will be' made by a distinguished
panel of judges, underthe direction of the D.L. BLAIR CORPORATION.
9. In the event of ties, duplicate prizes will be awarded. DECISION
OF THE JUDGES JS FINAL.,
10. Contest is open t a residents of the contiguous 48 Continental
United States who are of legal age for the purchase and consumption of alcoholic beverages in the State of their residence, except :
employees and their families of Anheuser-Busch, Inc., their affiliates, agents, wholesalers, retailers and the D.L. BLAIR .
CORPORATION. This offer is void wherever prohibited by law.
Winners will be notified by mail. All Federal, State and local laws
and regulations apply. All entries become the property of
Anheuser-Busch, Inc., and will not be returned.
11. For a list of the top 100 winners, send a stamped self-addressed
envelope to: "Paper Airplane Winner's List," P.O. BON 9027,
Blair, Nebraska 68009. Do not send this request with your entry.

A -

t
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More Sports
Women's Basketball Sweeps Pair To Close

Captain Nancy McDennott provided dynamic defense throughout
d i e season.

photo by Amy Polayes

The women's varsity basketball
team finished in spectacular form
with two impressive victories over
UHart, 5848, and Amherst, 64-48.
The cross-town rivals entered
Ferris posting an 11-1 record and
expecting to add another win to
their victory column. Through the
half, things seemed to be going
their way, as UHart led the Bants
by three at halftime and increased
the lead to seven in the opening
minutes of the second half. A
tenacious defense by the Bantams
continually forced UHart into
costly turnovers and a wellbalanced offensive attack brought
Trinity back into the game and
eventually allowed the Bants to
take the lead. A frustrated UHart
team continually forced up bad
shots and a patient Trinity team
took good shots and were able to
add to the lead and take the game
away.
The UHart game was the best
game played by the women this
season as they outhustled and
outplayed their opponent and
everyone contributed both offensively and defensively to the

Trinity College Students and Faculty
1 0 % OFF alleyewear
PROFESSIONAL OPTICAL CENTER OFFERS
One Year Replacement Guarantee,
against breakage of lenses or frames
Never A Charge For Adjustments
Conveniently Located Across From Hartford Hospital
Free Parking
VISA — BANKAMERICARO
HOURS: MON.-FRI. 9 AM-6PM
SAT. 9 AM-NOON

TELEPHONE: 247-7721
100 Retreat Avenue
Hartford, Connecticut 06106

ROY LEE
MANAGER

victory. Four Bantams were in
double figures: Nancy McDermott
13, Lisa Bourget 13, Cindy Higgins
12, and Cathy Anderson 10.
The next night, the women
traveled to Amherst to take on the
Lady Jeffs who were 9-3 on the
season. The Bants turned in their
finest half of the season as they
outplayed Amherst and shot with
amazing consistency; Lanier Drew
even hit an outside shot at the
buzzer. Coach Drew Hyland was in
shock that the women were playing
way above their heads offensively,
as they led at the half 39-17.
Thus, in the second half,
although they retained their lead,
the offensive play returned to its

normal level and the Bants finally
won 64-48. High scorers were
Higgins and McDermott with 19
points apiece.
The women ended with a
record of 6-7. It was a season of
streaks as they lost their first three
games, won the next three, lost ths
following four, and concluded the
season with three strong victories.
The team wishes to thank the
coaches Robin Sheppard, Sue
McCarthy, and Drew Hyland for
their time and effort this season.
Finally, Jane Dwight was voted
Most Improved Player for the year.
Sue Levin and Cindy Higgins were
elected as co-captains for the 197879 season.

Fencing At New Englands
byJaneKelleher
Self discipline is the most
important part of fencing. Each
opponent makes very different
demands on the abilities of a
fencer, and the sloppy fencer is
liable to exhaust his energies in
unnecessary, incorrect, and futile
movements. The best fencers are
those who perform with the
greatest economy of movement,
for they always have sufficient
reserves of energy to sustain them
through long competitions. This
requires a lifetime of practice.
On Saturday, six undaunted
members of the Trinity fencing
team attended the New England
Intercollegiate Fencing Championships held at Dartmouth. Nine
other schools participated in the
day-long event including the
traditional rivals, MIT, Brown, and
host Dartmouth. The team consisted of Peter Paulsen and John
Giovannucci in epee, John
Mazzarelia and Kevin Childress in
foil, and David Weisenfeld and
Don DeFabio in sabre.

%P; Pridciy nighr you ore cordially invited to o
special preview of 0 major morion picrure
:
which vyill beone of rhe mosr rerrifying
and fascinating experiences you will ever
.•••see; in oi movie .rhearer. v J ;
v^lds^
;;;Ar!d:p:Qft(^^

Friday night before anyone else in the world; you can feel :VW/]

The epee squad accumulated
ah overall record of 8-10, each
fencer winning four bouts and
losing five. As a freshman fencing
in the "A" and most difficult pool,
Paulsen's performance at the
championship is a sign of the talent
developing on the team.
Giovannucci's record in the "B"
pool was disappointing considering
that three of ids bouts were lost by
one touch.
The foil squad accumulated an
overall record of 12-6 with Mazzarelia, the "A" fencer, winning
three out of nine bouts. Childress,
the "B" fencer, in the best individual performance by a Trinity
fencer won all of his bouts. Alter
fencing all day, Childress qualified
for the individual finals but his
endurance did not sustain itself and
he placed fourth out of six.
Weisenfield and DeFabio, the
sabre squad, were the most effective of all, with both fencers
losing only one bout for an outstanding 16-2 record. In fact,
Weisenfeld and DeFabio tied wi;h
the epee squad from MIT as Hie
most effective squad in the entire
New England Championship arid
were awarded the prestigious
Vitale Weapon Trophy for Ex• cellence in Fencing.
Both sabre fancers qualified for
the individual finals. DeFabio
placed fifth out of six, and, for the
second year in a row, Weisenfeld
placed second in New England.
Weisenfeld will be missed by the
team next year as he has developed
into one of Trinity's strongest
fencers. But DeFabio with his
superb form and winning ways
shows all the signs of taking over
where Weisenfeld leaves off.
Trinity's combined record was
ranked third in New England, just
behind MIT and Dartmouth who
tied for first.
Coached by Olympian Ralph
Spinella, the team this year was 5-4,
and has evolved a system which
produces fencers capable of
practicing independently while
beginners receiye the coach's
individual attention. Thus, the
team has adequate replacements
for graduating seniors and qualified
substitutes anxious to carry on.

;i;•^?:»:r:•'i;^>?-v•:i:v^:•fai-;>^•^;.^v;^=r.^:.(;:.'•^•^:"^

SUPERWINNER
BANCROFT SQUASH RACQUET FUl.LV I
STRUNG WITH TOURNAMENT NYLON |

SPECIAL
ONLY $19.95

CHECK YOUR LOCAL'NEWSPAPER FOR THEATRE LISTING

247-9903
112 Skw Bsttain Av«.
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More Sports
Diamond Days: Trinity Baseball 1865
by Nick Noble
As the sound of the guns faded
and America began to piece
together a Union torn assunder by
bloody Civil War, a new craze was
sweeping the country. Base Ball
was emerging as a truly national
pastime, due in part to the Northern soldiers carrying the game
deep into the conquered South.
It was called the 'New York'
game because in 1845 Alexander
Joy Cartwright, an engineer, had
formed the N.Y. Knickerbockers,
the country's first formal Base Ball
team, had set the number of
players and the number of innings
at nine, and had laid out the
diamond with the bases 90 feet
apart. Contrary to popular myth,
Abner Doubleday and Cooperstown had nothing to do with the
birth of baseball.
Actually the game has a much
older tradition. Related to English
rounders and colonial Town Ball,
as early as 1700 a clergyman in
Maidstone, England, complained
that boys were "playing Base Ball
on the Sabbath," But back to the
Knickerbockers.
In 1846 the Knicks lost the first.
formal game ever between two
organized teams, played at Hoboken, N.J., June 19, vs. a picked
Nine called the New Yorks.
Eleven years later both teams
were instrumental in the forming of
the National Association of Baseball Players. At that time there
were 25 amateur clubs represented, all from the Northeast.
One of the teams which joined
the Association at the end of the
Civil War was the Charter Oak
Nine, a Hartford based club
considered to be the undisputed
champions of the state. They were
also one of the finest teams in the
country (the virtually unbeaten
Excelsiors of Brooklyn being the
best) and their brilliant pitcher
during their greatest years, 1865-66,
wa". a teenage youth named Josiah
Blackwell, Jr. Which brings us to
Trinity.
Josiah Blackwell, Jr. was, a
student at Trinity, class of 1866,
and it was he who brought baseball
to the college. Intercollegiate
baseball was no new thing. In July

of 1859 Williams and Amherst met
in the first such contest, Williams
losing 72-32. They got revenge the
next day, however, by whipping the
Lord Jeffs in a chess match. "A two
day contest of muscle and mind"
the event was hailed.
But the Anglican powers-thatbe at Trinity were a mite behind
the times. While physical fitness
was all well and good, they considered baseball a frivilous pastime,
and forbad it on campus. But that
couldn't stop the hordes of students
from following the Charter Oak
Club and their hero, Si Blackwell,
from game to game. Thus a
baseball draze that even the faculty
could not refuse was initiated at
Trinity in 1865-66. The ban was
lifted the following fall.
Edward R. Brevoort, a friend
and follower of Blackwell's, began
to drum up support for an official
Trinity nine, organizing informal
pick-up contests to get undergraduates interested in the
game.
In 1866-67 Brevoort managed to
put together Trinity's first formal
Baseball program, each class
fielding a Nine and vying for a
college championship, as well as
the cream of the crop establishing a
"University" or Varsity Nine.
Brevoort was the first captain, but
no outside contests were played.
The following year Trinity had
the distinction of winning the first
outside game it ever played, 54-17
over the Americus Club of Hartford. It then lost its last three to
post a 1-3 record in its premier
active season. Yale was the only
college played (31-42 loss) and
one of the games was with the
Charter Oaks (26-41). The Trinity
"University" Nine had difficulty in
securing an adequate playing area.
In order to stimulate interest the
members of the Charter Oak Club
offered partial use of their grounds,
as well as their services as umpires
and instructors.
It was a different game back
then, played both in the Fall and in
the Spring. Caps or tall hats
crowned the heads of all the
players. The ball was leather
wrapped around hard wood, and it
stung the hand when caught or

•A^t.
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The Charter Oak Base Ball Club in 1865. On the left end of the front row is Josifth Blackwell, Jr.,
Trinity'66.
photo courtesy of the Trinity College Archives
fielded: no gloves of any kind were later and defeated the men from
used. White blouses and long dark the Summit 43-55. About the first
pants (usually brown or black, the triumph at Middletown the Trinity
college had no official colors then) Tablet commented: "our thanks
were worn by all. The infielders are due to the Wesleyan students
hugged the bases, and the out- for their kindness and hospitality."
fielders played in close. The That same season the north end of
catcher stood well behind the plate Bushnell Park (just below the
and took the underhanded pitch on college) was given over the ballthe first bounce. The batter could playing by the City of Hartford.
call for a low or a high pitch (this
In November of 1870 the State
was standard until 1880) and there
were hits and errors aplenty: the Baseball Convention was held in
games being high-scoring battles of Hartford: Yale, Trinity, and several
endurance. It was a "gentleman's local clubs participating. Trinity's
game," although its rapid spread in nine that year was only a nominal
popularity during the Recon- one. The centerfielder on that
struction era would soon do away inactive club, William Edward
Peck, would be instrumental four
with that image.
years later in the creation of the
No formal games were played in first catcher's mask at St. Mark's
1868-69, but with Arthur Kain School in Southborough. Mass., a
Brockelsby as captain and catcher year before it was patented by a
the 1869-70 team posted Trinity's Harvard player. There was no
first winning season ever, 4-2. active Trinity Nine in 1871-72
Wesleyan was beaten the first time either.
Trinity ever played her, 42-31, but
From 1872 through 1875 Trinity
they came right back three weeks

posted a 6-1 mark, undefeated in
73 and '75. But the game was
languishing at the college until the
Hartfords, a local semi-pro club,
offered their grounds and their
instruction to the Trinity men. The
result was a 13 game season, where
Trinity won only two but showed a
new revival of interest.
However, the fall of 1876 found
Trinity's Baseball Club in serious
financial arrears, and though
complete seasons were played
through 1880, the game once again
was on the downswing.
In 1880 the faculty permitted
members of the Nine to take six
, cuts from required chapel per
week. This tempted many students
to try out for the team, but not a
single game was won that year.
Cricket was fast becoming more
popular at Trinity than Baseball,
but that is for another time.

Swimmers Successful In New England's
Two years ago Trinity Swimming geared for a dual meet versus
lowly Union College. Last year the
team looked for WPI as a measure
of success. This year the swimmers
aimed at the New England
Championships, and next year the
team could be looking to qualify
men for the Nationals if only a
certain....This year Trinity nearly
•~'
qualified two relay teams and an
individual for the Div. Ill
Nationals, a goal that has been
unthinkable because of the conditions of the past ten years.
The Trinity Swimming Fellas
placed fourteenth out of thirty-four
teams at the New England
Swimming Champs, this weekend;
an improvement over their sixteenth place finish last year. As
Trin entered the pool on Thursday
nite, the shaved heads and cleanly
*• ,.,,.„.stayed.bodies of the swimmers in
* attendance attested to the im'••'Vktbrtaju* of the meet. The 4x200
Tfd. free tfcl&y team of capt. Scottie
Den'* MacDonald, Mike Hinton,
Scott Bowden, and Kent Reilly
played the starring role. Rob Calgi
swam the 1,650 re? to. a personal
best tune of 19:04.3.

As Trin's 800 free relay
mounted the blocks, they had the
potential for a super efforti
MacD'onald led off with a quick
1:53.4 and Hinton's 1:52.7 put the
Ducks tied for third in their heat.
Bowden followed with a 1:53.8 and
Reilly anchored with a 1:50.5 to put
Trinity in thirteenth place overall
recording a 7:31.1. Each member

free from the night before as he
glided to a 1:53.2 while Calgi
cruised the 200 in 1:55.9. Hinton
eclipsed the school record in the
200 IM by over a second as he
propelled himself to a 2:10.7.
. Trin's 400 yd. Medley Relay
quartet proved to be the
showstopper of the met. Bowden,
Franck Wobst, Fritz Eberle, and

Fritz Eberle to action.
photo by John Leisenring

of the relay swam to their best time
and in the process smashed the
college record set last year by over
five seconds.
. On Saturday, two college
records were broken in addition to
the fact that every other Trin
swimmer swam to their best times.
Joe Lenny Adam burned the 50
free in 23.2 taking second in his
heat. Mikie Elgunise stroked the
2:1,1,8 in a great effort.
impTOved'upbahis 200

Reilly destroyed their own college
recordset in February this year by
over six seconds in posting a 3:47.1.
Bowden led off the backstroke with
a fantastic 57.0, Wobst followed
with a 1:05.9 in the Breast, Eberle
flew the fly leg in a phenomenal
55.7 while Reilly anchored with a
superlative 49.4 for the free. The
Medley Relay team missed the
National cutoff by only two
seconds,, and. in addition, Bowden
missed qualifying for the 100 Back

by only three-tenths of a second.
Randy Brainerd dove in the one
meter diving that afternoon and
finished twenty-first but of thirtynine competitors.
On Sunday afternoon, there
were no college records broken but
numerous personal barriers torn
down. In the 100 free, Hinton shot
to a 50.8 whilst Joe Lenny melted to
a 52.3. Calgi clicked to a 5:18.2 in
the 500 free and Eberle charged the
100 Fly to a 57.3. Elgunise embarrassed all the swimmers in his
heat as he finally broke the minute
barrier in the 100 Bk. recording a
59.8. Wobst roared to a 1:06.1 in
the 100 Breast.
Trin's 400 feee relay quartet,
seemingly with "fate" against them
because of the fact that they were
in the slowest heat, lapped the
teams in their heat to post a
phenomenal time of 3:21.1.
Bowden lead off with a 51.5 and
was followed by MacDonald's split
of 51.1. However, both Hinton and
Reilly broke the fifty second
barrier for their respective legs.f
Hinton glided to a fantastic time of
49.4 while Reilly anchored in at
49.6 to post the second fastest time

ever for a 400 free relay quartet at
Trinity — a second off the college
record and four seconds from
qualifying for the Nationals.
With the graduation of the
versatile Scott MacDonald and the
departure of two other standouts
next year could either be rosy or
grim depending upon certain
factors. In his career at Trinity,
MacDonald amassed over 300
points, an average of eighty-seven
pointa a year, in addition to garnering high-point man his
sophomore and senior years and
gaining the MVP as a soph. This
season Trinity had the talent for a
winning record plus an even better
finish in the New Englands but it
fizzled out during the middle of the
season. The bright spot was the "A"
400 free relay which finished the
season 5-2 and 14-3 over the past
two years. In addition, Trinity was
paced by juniors Kent Reilly,
Randy Brainerd, and Rob Calgi,
sophs Mike Hinton, Franck Wobst,
Mikie Elgunise, Rich Katzman,
Ted Murphy, Jamie Hudson, and
Mike McGovern, plus.fr.osh Fritz
Eberle, Lenny Adam, and Scptt
Bowden.

More Sports
Bantam Basketball: 1977-78 Wrap -Up
by John Mayo
Before the 1977-78 season
began interim coach Bill Harman
would make no predictions, but he
had three goals. The first was that
the team be "competitive," and
with only a couple of exceptions
the team was "in" every game down
to the wire. Secondly the first year
mentor wanted to land some topnotch high-school athletes. He
believes he was successful and only
time will tell. Finally Harman
wanted to "improve the overall
organization; to get the program
moving in the right direction."

This too he feels has been
achieved.
Coming off a dismal 4-16
season, with a new coach, a new
philosophy, and the loss of the
team's only authentic "big men,"
the prospects looked bleak.
The start was a rocky 1-7. Then
all of a sudden the team put it all
together. They won four of their
next five games, then dropped a
heartbreaking pair to Wesleyan
and W.P.I., both by one point.
They dropped three more in a
row, and were really hurting, when
suddenly they surprised everyone

with a superlative come-frombehind upset of powerhouse (16-2
before the game) Coast Guard. In
their last game of the season they
battled furiously with Tournament
bound UHart, dropping a close
decision 81-76. The 1977-78
Basketball Bantams went out with
a touch of class.
Trinity will sorely miss 8
seniors, .and Coach Harman
commented a bit about each of
them:
Capt. Paul "Bake" McBride
Paul "was an inspiration, a great
player off the bench (he shot 53 per
cent) and is one of the finest
leaders I've been associated with.
The little things he did for the team
are unwritable. It was a difficult
situation for Paul not starting, after
doing so his sophomore year."

is a real threat and everybody
looked up to him." Art led the Trin
offense with a 15.2 average.
Steve Krasker
"Steve couldn't have played
better. He was aggressive on
defense, passed well, and was the
perfect point man for my
basketball philosophy." Steve led
the team with 55 assists and made
three out of every four free throws
attempted.
John Bridge
"John was so dedicated to the
team; really tough on defense (he
did a fine job on Hartford's Mark |
Noon) and a real smart basketball w
player.

f"*

George Smith
"George was a consistent
basketball player. He's an excellent
shooter from the floor (52 per cent)
and I could always count on him to
give me a good effort off the
bench."

Jackie Thompson
"Jack led the team in free throw
percentage (78 per cent) and also
shot 48 per cent from the floor
which is quite an achievement
since most of his shots came from
Bob RosenHeld
outside. He improved more than
"Bob was a great hustler and
anyone and played with great
improved a great deal. He was a big
intensity."
man for us."
Larry Wells
"Larry did a real good job on
defense for us and he really came
on in the latter part of the season."
Larry had a 10.2 average, along
with placing second on the team in
assists and rebounds.
Artie Blake
"Artie is probably the most
skilled of our players. His defense
improved so much. We missed
Artie the first hah7 of the season. He
Registration For
4th Quarter
PHYSICAL EDUCATION'
Feb. 27 — March 10
Lobby of Ferris Center
9-12 a.m.

Women's Squash
Varsity Coach BUI Human In action daring the season.
photo by Peter Wilson

Brickley Player Of The Week
For the second time this year Trinity's George Brickley was
named ECAC Division III Hockey Player-of-the-Week, for the week
ending Feb. 26th, emcompassing the final three games of Trinity's
regular schedule: victories over Wesleyan, Lehigh, and Bentley.
With four assists against Wesleyan and consecutive hat tricks
against Lehigh and Bentley (short-handed) Brickley asserted his
position as the Division's leading goal scorer with 34.

Men's Squash At Nationals
The 1977-78 Trinity Men's
Squash Team ended their long
winter at the Nationals held this
past weekend in Princeton, NJ.
Trinity finished iOth out of 28 in
the final tally,, only Charlie
Johnson, the regular season's
fourth man on the Varsity ladder,
getting to the finals of the *B'
consolations.
The season's record was a
barely triumphant 8-7 mark. With
some injuries to key players the
1977-78 Squash trail was a iong,
rocky toad, and must be
characterized as a building year.
A number of young players got
»ome needed seasoning. Craig

Asche (10-5) and Andy Vermilye
(12-3) posted the best records, with
strong showings from Charlie
Wilson, Page Landsdale, Scott
Friedman, Charlie Johnson, Rob
Dudley, and Alec Monaghan.
The JV team was the highlight
of the Squash program. Under
Coach Scott Nelson they posted a
fine 8-3 record, with outstanding
performances from Danny Adier,
Mark
Eckel
(10-1),
Eric
Frothingham (9-2), Ross Goldberg,
Rich Kermond (9-1), Mike Reiner,
Jim Martin, and Chris Meyers. This
strong showing bodes well for the
future of Trinity Squash.

The Women's Varsity Squash
team closed out their 1977-78
season with a tough loss and an
easy win, before proceeding to the
Nationals at Williams.
The minions of Yale trounced
the Trinity racquet-women 5-2, but
all matches were close and hard
fought. Triumphant for Trinity
were Wendy Jennings and Nina
McLane, both in 5 games.
For their final regular season
bout the Bantams easily swept
Amherst 7-0. The stage was then
set for the Nationals.
A weekend at Williamstown
and lots of Squash for four intrepid
Trinity women: Marion DeWitt,
Nina McLane, Laurie Fergusson,
and Wendy Jennings. Marion
DeWitt had the best time of it,
losing in the quarter finals to Liz
Munson, the number two seed
from Yale. Nina, Laurie, and
Wendy all fell in the consolations.
Next week: season Wrap-up.
Anyone Interested ta porttdpatbag in the WOMEN'S ALLCOLLEGE SQUASH TOURNAMENT contact Jane MillsSpangh, Ext. 453, or leave Box
and phone #s with Athletic
11 Office, Ext. 285. All levels of!
sjj experience welcome.
S

Finally, Coach
Harman
deserves great priase for his
handling of his material, and the
fine job he did in turning out a
tough, scrappy team of spoilers.
The dedication, enthusiasm, and
aggressiveness Bill Harman
brought to a sagging program was

Larry Wefla takm the hy-«p fat
victory over Coast Guard.
photo by Ami Polayes

incredibly refreshing. All the
players deserve credit for a season
hard fought and well played.

SportsScene
From The Summit
by Nick Noble
Saturday afternoon I witnessed the finest, cleanest, gutsiest,
most skillfully and excitingly played hockey game I have ever seen.
And I thought Friday night's game came pretty close.
The Bantam Hockey team's spirited bid for the ECAC Division
III Championship, after barely squeaking into the playoffs over
Amherst and upsetting favored Framlngham State in the semi-final
round, was an incredible display of talent and energy. Praise has to
go to Coach Dunham for his fine efforts, as well as to every member
of the team: they all played the games of their lives (and for most of
them there's still next year).
The remarkable fan turnout also has to be credited. The look of
delight on the faces of the Bantam hockey players as they
acknowledged the applause from a loud Trinity crowd that actually
outnumbered the Westfield supporters at their home rink for the
first period and a half, was radiant. WRTC for their best sports
broadcast ever has also to be commended. I've criticized the WRTC
sports program in the past, but considering all obstacles (not the
least of which was braodcasting in the heart of a Westfield crowd)
their superb effort last Saturday afternoon definitely goes to show
that the program is on the upswing.
It's been a great winter for Trinity sports. The victorious final
stretch of the Women's Basketball team, the great improvement of
the young and talented Women's Swimming team, and the
herculean performance of their mainstay, super-sophomore Lanier
Drew, have all got to be noted. Strong performances also came from
a buildingisquash program, especially the triumphant Men's JVs.
My greatest superlatives must, however, go to the 1977-78
Bantam Basketball team, whose courageous, constantly hustling
style of play kept them in many close games and saw them upset a
pair of powerhouses (Union and Coast Guard). The entire dynamic
team must be praised, especially Coach BUI Harman, who inspried •
them, and who worked wonders to manufacture an exciting season,J

BASEBALL BAFFLE
To help finance their 12 game
swing through southern climes
the Trinity College Baseball
team is selling raffle tickets. For
only 50c a ticket [and 3 lot
$1.00] the prizes a m 1] a 12"

Admiral portable TV, 2] dinner
for two at the Hartford Hilton,
and 3] a pocket calculator. The
drawing will be March 14. Bay
some'. Support yaw Bantam
Baseball team.
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Icemen Freeze
Framingham 6-4
In Premier
Playoff Action

So Close!

Bantams Edged
By Westfield 4-3
In Thrilling
Championship Finale

At the end of the second period it was stfll anybody's game.
photo by David Koeppel
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penalties, and Wacko was just
brilliant in goal, one of his best
saves coming on an FSU
So close and yet so far.
breakaway late in the preiod.
Triumph was within our grasp, but
The second period was again
Westfield State's potent offense
all Trinity. Hank Finkenstaedt
and determined defense decided a
illustrated the term "second effort"
thrilling championship final against
as he scored from his stomach,
Trinity, 4-3. So close, and yet, with
sweeping the puck into the net, on
a moment's reflection comes the
assists from Tom Lenahan and
realization that the fact that we
Dave Peters. Then Dana Barnard
were so close, the fact that until the
skated
around
numerous
third period we were never behind,
Framingham State defenders to put
was a victory in itself.
Trinity up, 5-1, on a revitalized
Twice before the Bantams of
power play.
In the third period, after
Finkenstaedt scored his second of
the evening from Peters, the
momentum
shifted,
and
Framingham scored three unanGeorge Brickley flips a spinning pack past a sprawling Westfield
swered goals. Mid-way through the
goalie to pot the Bants ahead 2-1 In the second period.
period, two busloads of rowdy
Framinfiham State fans crashed the
photo by David Koeppel
gate at the Olympia, and pande- State tied the score at 2-2.
they brought Trinity so close to the
monium erupted. But Trinity never
The Westfield Owls came out ECAC Div. i n Championship.
lost faith, and after stellar per- like a house afire in the third Trinity's defense, notably Dana
formance by Rick Margenot in period and scored two quick goals. Barnard, Dave Martin, and Peter
killing off a penalty, which quickly At that point, they thought they Lawson-Johnston played some of
silenced the awe-struck crowd, the had the championship in their their best hockey in these last two
Bants held on to defeat the Rams of pockets. But Trinity never, lost playoff games. The second line,
Framingham, 6-4. Walkowicz was heart, never slowed down, never consisting of George Brickley,
magnificent in the nets, turning stopped skating and shooting, and Rick Margenot, and Bob Plumb,
back 42 shots.
with the Bants swarming the net, doggedly played almost the entire
This led to one of the most Tom Chase scored the third Trinity third period, often coming within
emotion-filled games this reporter goal, with an assist going to Sam inches of sending the game into
has ever witnessedP Trinity vs. Gray. Larry Rosjsnthal, in spite of a overtime.
Co-Captains Leaahaa ami HMkmstaedt pursue a spinning puck
Westfield State, who defeated Iona painful knee, also played an imAnd Walkowicz was simply
against Westfldd. Dave Martin trails the play. photo by David Koeppel
17-2 in their semi-final game. The portant part in that goal.
stupendous in goal. After the game
With every spectator in the many Westfield State fans were
Bob Plumb opened the scoring great turnout of Trin fans (thanks
Trinity had met the Owls of
Westfield State in icebound on a wicked shot from the blueline to the generous efforts of the aympia on their feet, Trinity lavish in their praise of Wucko's
combat, and twice before they had that blazed its way past the Athletic Department and the pulled Wacko in favor of a sixth skills, and his incredible perbeen sent reeling from the CHympia astonished FSU goalie. Assists
in defeat, most recently to the tune went to Rick Margenot and Bill
Dodge. Plumb scored again after
of 7-1.,
But then came the cham- Framingham State had tied it up
pionship game, and it was a dif- when he tipped in Rick Margenot's
ferent Trinity team that held shot from the comer. George
tenaciously to a one-goal lead well Brickley also picked up an assist.
into the second period. It was a Tom Lenahan tallied the third Trin
spectacular game; a battle of the goal as a result of perfect, crisp
goaltenders, as Curt Everett of passes from Hank Finkenstaedt
Westfield and our own Ted and Ted Almy.
Defensively in that period,
"Wacko" Walkowicz outdid each
other with incredible save after Dave Martin was outstanding,
breaking up two-on-ones with ease.
incredible save.
Photo by David Koeppel
To get into the finals, Trinity Clint Brown and Charlie LaLone
Trinity goaltender Wallcowicz performed brilliantly In the nets when pressured by the Owls.
had
to beat
powerhouse did an effective job killing off
Hockey Association providing a skater, in an attempt to tie the formance was more than deserving
Saturday afternoon free bus) made score. But the buzzer sounded with of their enthusiasm.
Congratulations to the Bants
a difference as the Bants jumped to the score 4-3 Westfield.
Yet the Blue and Gold for an exciting and winning season,
a 1-0 lead as a result of a goal by
Bob Plumb, assisted by Tom Gladiators had not been defeated. and for being runners-tip in a
Lenahan. Plumb had been trailing Each and every player on the team thrilling ECAC Div. Ill chamthe play, and when Lenny alertly gave all they had, and more, and . pionship.
Next week: Season Wrap-up.
drop-passed the puck to him, he are deserving of much credit as
fired it past the Westfield St.
goalie.
The game progressed at a
furious pace, with both goalies
making some tough saves. With
glove, stick, and sprawling body,
Wacko constantly frustrated the
powerful Westfield attack. The
attentive Trinity fans could tell this
was going to be a low-scoring
game.
In the second period, despite a
strong performance on defense by
Peter Lawson-Johnston, Westfield
State tied it up. Then Jack Slattery,
stealing the puck in the Trinity
end, threw a beautiful head-man
pass to George Brickley, who, with
the style that has become his
trademark, went in on a breakaway
and lifted the puck over netminder
Everett to put the Bants on top
Bob Pfanb fed Trinity's playoff pooch with a trio of taBIes, two v».
©•ring &» Nattaaal As&sasutSw
awate tim ctait of
once more. But with two minutes
Eri«.itftgluuu
and tiiefttwtagataot WeatefleldL pho,0 by David
QtamploBship gasM.
photo by John Leisenrihg
left to play in the period, Westfield
by Nancy Lucas and Nick Noble

Framingham State. According to
Coach Dunham, they had a good
chance of doing it. First of all,
Framingham was not very strong in
goal. Secondly, he felt that "offensively, Trinity has played their
best hockey all season in their last •
five Div. HI games." He attributed
this to their four solid lines and to
the team being in a better frame of
mind overall. "They're more
relaxed," commented Dunham.
And so they were, as Trin was
ahead all the way in a 6-4 victory.
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ditures as much as possible.
Recurring expenses rising from
dormitory and library additions,
and continuing pressure from
inflation rates cannot be continuously relieved by such nonrecurring revenue increases as
significant endowment and annual
gift additions. And although major
objection to the rising student fees
has not yet been encountered, it is
difficult to see how the college can
sustain such rates of increase.

To S. Africa
Vorster's government.
One of these demands is to stop
. American bank loans to the South
African government, currently
estimated at 2.2 billion dollars.
Recently, Citicorp, one oi
South Africa's major lenders,
announced it would make no
further loans to the South African
government. However, Citicorp
continues to finance American and
European based firms involved in
South Africa.
Church and campus groups
holding stock in businesses with
South African ties are using their
as stockholders to
: leverage
• pressure the firms to withdraw
from South Africa. Also, the
Trustees of several colleges have
voted to divest of their stock in
South African involved corporations.
In the New England area, many
campus groups are planning
regional anti-apartheid actions for
this spring. In May, there will be a
nation-wide demonstration in
Washington, D.C. concerning
American investment policy in
South Africa.
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President's Open House
The President will hold an open house on Wednesday, April
12th, 3:30-5:30, in his office. All students are welcome to attend.

programs in South Africa."
While the six Sullivan Principles have gained wide acceptance
in American and White South
African business circles, international opinion has been extremely critical. The vast majority
of South African black leaders
have levelled a unulateral

Duncan raised $10,135 la pledges in last we*fc*rfa 48-honz Daac®
Marathokn at Ferris. Hie money will go to the Muscular Dystrophy
Association.
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" Icemen Freez<
Framingham 6
In Premier
Playoff Actio
by Nancy Lucas and Nick Noble
So close and yet so far.
Triumph was within our grasp, but
Westfield State's potent offense
and determined defense decided a
thrilling championship final against
Trinity, 4-3. So close, and yet, with
a moment's reflection conies the
realization that the fact that we
were so close, the fact that until the
third period we were never behind,
was a victory in itself.
Twice before the Bantams of

Framingha
Coach Du
chance of
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goal. Sect
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And so t
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Co-Captains Lmabau and nakmataedt pa
against WestfleM. Dave Martin trails the play
Trinity had met the Owls of
Westfield State in icebound
combat, and twice before they had
been sent reeling from the Olympia
in defeat, most recently to the tune
of 7-1.
But then came the championship game, and it was a different Trinity team that held
tenaciously to a one-goal lead well
into the second period. It was a
spectacular game; a battle of the
goaltenders, as Curt Everett of
Westfield and our own Ted
"Wacko" Walkowicz outdid each
other with incredible save after
incredible save.
To get into the finals, Trinity
had to beat
powerhouse

Bob!
on a wic'
that bll
astonishi
went to
Dodge.
Praming|
when he
shot fr<
Brickley
Tom Lei
goal as
passes
and Tet
Defe
Dave i
breakinj
Clint Bi
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powerful Westfield attack. The
attentive Trinity fans could tell this
was going to be a low-scoring
game.
In the second period, despite a
strong performance on defense by
Peter Lawson-Johnston, Westfield
State tied it up. Then Jack Slattery,
stealing the puck in the Trinity
end, threw a beautiful head-man
pass to George Brickley, who, with
the style that has become his
trademark, went in on a breakaway
and lifted the puck over netminder
Everett to put the Bants on top
once more. But with two minutes
left to play in the period, W estfield

Bob mmh tod Molly's playoff punch with s trio of taffies, two vs.
Ftj9ffi.thjghfflffi.aad t h e

fos«sgffltiM4We«t8Md.
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Although a regular issue of the Tripod was not planned for
this week, many important announcements came in. Printed below
are calendar events and announcements for April 4-10. rte
ill resume regular publication starting April 11.

crease

Wednesday April
ditures as much as possible,
Recurring expenses rising from
dormitory and library additions,
and continuing pressure from
inflation rates cannot be continuously relieved by such nonrecurring revenue increases as
significant endowment and annual
gift additions. And although major
objection to the rising student fees
E has not yet been encountered, it is
1 difficult to see how the college can
sustain such rates of increase.
i
i
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p.m

And.- showing
g of "The Green
en flail,"
ail, a
a 1970
1970
Peruvian film, written and directed by armando Kobles Gory.
Sponsered by L a v O z Patina, free, open to the public.
8:00p.m., ymtkinson Library,- David J. ik^itternick of the Cambridge Univ. Library will give a talk, with slides, entitled
"Cambridge Libraries." Free, open to the public.
&LQO p.m., LSC A u d i t o r i i i m _
professor of
ennick>
Philosophy at amherst, will discuss "How to Tell Good Art from
Bad." Free, open to the public.

To S. Africa

Thursday. April f>
/f!

°° P'm-« hSC 1-&- biology Seminar, "The Post Natal skeleton:
A Sensitive index to Perturbation During Lmbryological Development"
by Dr. Sidney Beck, Chairman, Dept. of Biology, Beaton College.
3.'00 p.m., IvxcCopk Ayd-r A panel discussion of the'L.R.A. and
14-th ammendment, sponsored by the Women's Center and the 1DP
Office. Free, open to the public.
g»00 p.m., LSC Ayd,,...,- "The Hole of the Chinese Peasantry f.n the
Socialist Revolution," a talk by William Hinton, author of
Zanshen. Sponsored by the Intercultural Studies Program, International delations, U.S./China People's Friendship Assoc.
gi.OO p.m.,Goodwin Theatre- "iinergy in Our Future" will be discussed by Charles T. Hithch, President of ^sources for the
Future. Hitnh's two-day visit to the collf>re i s e D o n . o r P ( 1 h v +,

Lconomxcs D ep t. and the Connecticut chpter 'ft Phileta

L

According to Daniel, "What's ~up~an "eTnieanronff; "~tresigirecr TIT important to the committee is that better the conditions of the
your proposal be something sin- companies' non-white employees;
However, the Sullivan Princerely important to you."
Throughout the year abroad, ciples do not call for changes in
the student keeps contact with the apartheid, South Africa's legal and
foundation. Upon his return, he social system of racial separation
1
must give a brief evaluation of the and "separate development.' In
fact,
the
South
African
Governyear and account for his expenditure of the money. But ment had a hand in drafting the
Malcolm Daniel says the program Sullivan accords, and endorsed the
is loose and informal and that's final version. South African
"one of the joys of the fellowship." Minister of Information, Connie
Daniel, who graduated this past Mulder, stated:
"In expressing a desire to
January* will depart for Europe in'
contribute
to the well being of the
mid-August. His stipend will cover
black
worker
in South Africa, these
all traveling, food, lodging, as well
as artistic expenses and he expects American companies are to be
the sum to be adequate for his commended. In fact, the
authorities welcome their declared
purposes.
intent to give further impetus to
existing extensive development
programs in South Africa."
While the six Sullivan Principles have gained wide acceptance
in American and White South
African business circles, inThe President will hold an open house on Wednesday, April
ternational opinion has been ex12th, 3:30-5:30, in his office. All students are welcome to attend.
tremely critical. The vast majority
of South African black leaders
have levelled a unulateral

f
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Vorster's government.
One of these demands is to stop
. American bank loans to the South
African government, currently
; estimated at 2.2 billion dollars.
Recently, Citicorp, one of
South Africa's major lenders,
announced it would make no
further loans to the South African
government. However, Citicorp
continues to finance American and
European based firms involved in
South Africa.
Church and campus groups
holding stock in businesses with
South African ties are using their
leverage as stockholders to
pressure the firms to withdraw
from South Africa. Also, the
Trustees of several colleges have
voted to divest of their stock in
South African involved corporations.
In the New England area, many
campus groups are planning
regional anti-apartheid actions for
this spring. In May, there will be a
nation-wide demonstration in
Washington, D.C. concerning
American investment policy in
South Africa.

use of mirrors. The Baroque ceiling
paintings were painted to create all
sorts of different illusions, including animals and additional
stories of a building. Mirrors alter
the way the viewer perceives space.
He will look at these things both
from an art history viewpoint (he is
an art history major) and in
relation to his own art. Features of
this architecture, such as its ambiguity, are things that he deals
with in his own artwork. As he
observes the architecture, Daniel
will keep an extensive sketchbook.
He hopes to make further
sketches and paintings based on his
studies, upon his return to the
United States.
At present, his plans are not

President's Open House

Ised $10,135 in pledges in loot

Maruthokn st Ferris. The money will go to the M
Association.
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"women in Israeli Law and Society-
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is the topic of a talk by Miriam Bernstein Ben-shlomo, oenxor
Deputy State Prosecutor for the State of Israel.
Hillel and the women's Center.
Saturday A-prJLLJi
2^3O_^u_l_Jie&nJ^mEe-

International Buffet Dinner, sponsored by

the Trinity International Club.

by Nancy Lucas and Nick Noble

Frai
Coa
So close and yet so far. chat
Triumph was within our grasp, but Frai
Westfield State's potent offense goal
and determined defense decided a fens:
thrilling championship final against best
Trinity, 4-3. So close, and yet, with five
a moment's reflection comes the this
realization that the fact that we the t
were so close, the fact that until the mini
third period we were never behind, relaj
was a victory in itself.
And
Twice before the Bantams of ahea

Sponsored by

Dinner will feature food and

drink from many different cultures.

Tickets 42.00, contact

Cindy Blakely 52^-0^00.
Martday April-lO.
fl:00 p.m., MQr The first of two poetry readings will be given
by JDabney Stuart, poet in residence at Washington and .Lee Univ,
and former editor of Shenendoah.
at Trinity from April 10-17.

Stuart will be in residence

His second public reading will

be on Thursday, April 13 at 8:00 in L^G.

Classics Competitions
The Department of Classics announces three competitions for
excellence in Greek and Latin. Dates and times for the examinations
will be as follows: the Uoodwin prizes on Tues., Aprilll, the
Title and Notopoulos prizes on wed., Aprill2, in all cases at 2:00.
Summer College rtork-study
Any student interested in applying for the summer college
work-study program may do so by completing an application from
the Office of financial Aid.
Co-Captains Lsmahaa and Ebrisnurtaedt
against Weatfldd. Dave Martin trails the j

Trinity had met the Owls of
Westfield State in icebound
combat, and twice before they had
been sent reeling from the dympia
in defeat, most recently to the tune
of 7-1.,
But then came the championship game, and it was a different Trinity team that held
tenaciously to a one-goal lead well
into the second period. It was a
spectacular game; a battle of the
goaltenders, as Curt Everett of
Westfield and our own Ted
"Wacko" Walkowicz outdid each
other with incredible save after
incredible save.
To get into the finals, Trinity
had to beat
powerhouse

Daring Hie Natknat Aatfeaan A e

Th~ deadline for recaipt of the completed application is
April 10.
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attentive Trinity fans could tell this
was going to be a low-scoring
game.
In the second period, despite a
strong performance on defense by
Peter Lawson-Johnston, Westfield
State tied it up. Then Jack Slattery,
stealing the puck in the Trinity
end, threw a beautiful head-man
pass to George Brickley, who, with
the style that has become his
trademark, went in on a breakaway
and lifted the puck over netminder
Everett to put the Bants on top
once more. But with two minutes
left to play in the period, Westfield
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Bob Pfnmfe led Trinity's playoff pooch wtth » Mo of tallies, two vs.
J
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